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ABSTRACT 

The discipline of remote sensing is concerned with observing the earth's surface using 

different portions of the electro-magnetic spectrum. Earth orbiting satellites will soon 

collect terabytes of data per day with increased accuracy. Automated parallel algorithms 

are essential to quickly process this large amount of data. Data parallel languages have 

been used effectively for the diverse algorithms found in such systems. 

With improved network technology, it is now feasible to build data parallel supercom

puters using traditional RISC-based workstations connected by a high-speed network. 

This dissertation presents Cluster-C*, an architecture that implements the data parallel 

language C* on a cluster of workstations. A specialized language run-time system and 

network protocols effectively integrate the cluster components to form a dedicated, effi

cient multiprocessor environment. 

A series of analytic, empirical, and simulation techniques quantify the cluster's per

formance. A nine program test suite, derived from remote sensing and image understand

ing algorithms, provides a basis for cluster evaluation. An in-depth look at the 

communication behavior of the test suite supports prediction of algorithm performance 

on the cluster, as well as important architectural design insights. The test suite is exe

cuted on a cluster of 8 HP 720 workstations and a 32-node (128 vector unit) CM-5 to 

establish a concrete performance baseline. The result is that, under some conditions, the 

cluster is faster on an absolute scale, and that on a relative, per-node scale, the cluster 

delivers superior performance in all cases. Finally, a trace-driven simulator, based on 

these empirical measurements, supports predictions of the cluster's scalability and per

formance when equipped with next generation workstation and network technologies. 

Simulations show that Gigabit networks have the necessary bandwidth to build clusters 

with hundreds of nodes. Furthermore, even a modestly enhanced cluster, consisting of 16 

high-end workstations connected by a 600 Mbps token ring will out-perform a 32-node 

CM-5 in all but a few cases. 
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The discipline of remote sensing is concerned with observing the earth's surface using 

different portions of the electro-magnetic spectrum. The timely collection, distribution 

and analysis of large amounts of remotely sensed data is necessary to understand and 

react to changes in the environment. This type of global monitoring and evaluation of the 

environment will require processing of many images from a variety of sensors collected 

over time-the sheer volume of data and the complexity of associated exploitation algo

rithms make this one of the most challenging computational problems in existence. 

Many other research problems involving physical and natural systems require similar 

analysis to that found in advanced remote sensing systems. Such applications have com

putational requirements exceeding the capabilities of any single processor. 

Remote sensing is an ideal application domain for the evaluation of computer archi

tectures. It is a mature field, with many years of research resulting in a large collection of 

algorithms with diverse characteristics, spanning deterministic to data-dependant, 

numeric to symbolic, and homogeneous to highly irregular. Also, architectural advances 

are likely to be of interest to many research groups, partially due to the specific need for 

faster, improved remote sensing systems, and partly due to the similarity of remote sens

ing to the more general problem of automatically extracting information from sensor 

data. Finally, remote sensing systems process massive amounts of data from an increas

ing number of different sensors. The significant amounts of data involved in all aspects 

of system processing amplifies the significance of all performance improvements. 

This dissertation introduces a network-based data parallel computing architecture, 

Cluster-C''', that is ideally suited for the application domains of remote sensing and 

image processing. The Cluster-C'" architecture will be used to test the hypothesis that, 

despite the fine-grained nature of data parallel languages, data parallel programs can be 
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effectively implemented on a cluster of workstations, with performance rivaling the most 

advanced custom multiprocessors. The system uses custom network protocols and a lan

guage-specific run-time system to integrate a collection of homogeneous workstations 

on a dedicated FOOl network. As a single coordinated platform, the cluster provides the 

same basic data parallel C* language functionality as the CM-5 [1], a multiprocessor 

designed specifically to execute such programs. ExperimenlS with a test suite of remote 

sensing algorithms confirm the cluster's favorable performance under a range of condi

tions, as well as identifying its limitations. Simulations show that by incorporating Giga

bit network technology, these limitations can be overcome, enabling the construction of 

clusters with hundreds of workstations. Simulations also show that a modestly enhanced 

cluster can out-perform the CM-5 platform under a range of conditions. 

The remainder of the introduction goes back and fills in numerous details about the 

remote sensing test suite and the Cluster-C* architecture. The next section overviews the 

remote sensing domain and explains why automation and parallel processing are critical 

to its long-term success. This is followed by a survey of the different methods of paral

lelism that have been used in the past by the remote sensing community. After many 

false starts, the data parallel programming model has emerged as a computational para

digm that is both natural for the expression of image-based algorithms and capable of 

delivering excellent performance. This is followed by an expanded description of the 

data parallel programming model and the different design and implementation alterna

tives that are available. Next, Cluster-C* is presented in more detailed, including a dis

cussion of contIibutions made in this dissertation. 

1.1 Automated Remote Sensing 

The extraction of useful information from remotely collected data is a difficult and time 

consuming process; the demand for more and different types of information increases 

yearly [2]. Information requirements range from the relatively low fidelity data for 

weather forecasting or plant biomass and stress measurements, to highly detailed data for 

map making, urban planning, and surveillance. To satisfy growing demands for the wide 
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map making, urban planning, and surveillance. To satisfy growing demands for the wide 

spectrum of remotely sensed information, the associated image handling, processing, 

and analysis must be performed more efficiently. The automation of many common oper

ations would make the overall process more efficient. Unfortunately, accurate, reliable 

algorithms that run unaided over large amounts of imagery are rare. 

There is a scarcity of reliable automated systems, in part because the development of 

image-related algorithms is a time consuming process. Progress is typified by the devel

opment of individual algorithms that are demonstrated on small samples of imagery. 

Because algorithms are seldom validated with significant amounts of data, subtle defi

ciencies go undetected. Faster feedback and the collection of accurate global image sta

tistics and algorithm performance data would improve this development process. 

This problem of mismatch in scale between the experiments performed by individual 

researchers and the collection capabilities of operational systems will be further accentu

ated by the deployment of sensor systems such as the Earth Observing System (EOS) 

[3]. As sensor systems become more sophisticated, they collect data at higher spatial, 

spectral, and radiometric resolutions. EOS, for example, is expected to collect data at 

rates of terabytes per day [3-5]. 

The most advanced remote sensing systems are similar to image understanding and 

computer vision systems-they attempt to automatically extract detailed, high-level 

information directly from one or more images, forming a 2D or 3D abstract scene 

description. The algorithms used to perform such operations are constantly increasing in 

complexity, with traditional pattern recognition approaches discovered to be inadequate 

for this task [6]. Worse, even some well-established operational algorithms fail when 

used to process data from improved spatial resolution sensors [7]. Complex spatial anal

ysis, once avoided merely for computational reasons, is now considered necessary just to 

obtain accurate pixel-level information. Some systems are beginning to incorporate mul

tiple sensors to obtain maximum discrimination of key features [8]. Physical models of 

observed objects are incorporated in processing to further constrain the scene analysis 

problem [9, 10]. 
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Image understanding systems incorporate algorithms with diverse computational 

characteristics ranging from low-level, exhaustive, numeric operations to high-level, 

data dependant graph algorithms. At the lowest level, traditional pixel and neighbor

hood-oriented image processing algorithms preprocess imagery, classify pixels and iden

tify candidate primitive features within the image. These low-level operations are highly 

regular, working directly with the input image to perform spatial filtering or compute 

image intensity gradients. Intermediate-level operations focus on extracting more 

detailed feature data from candidate regions or grouping local primitive features into 

compound objects such as regions, lines, edges, or compound objects. At the highest 

level, algorithms refine and further group symbolic objects, incorporate a priori knowl

edge about the scene, resolve conflicts between alternative interpretations, and direct the 

extraction of further low-level information. Typically, these higher-level algorithms are 

data dependant, irregular and implemented with graph algorithms. For example, low 

level operations might identify potential edge pixels which are connected into line frag

ments in mid-level processing. At the highest levels, these line segments are further 

grouped to form a single graph that represents the complete road network for the area. 

An existing, but outdated, digital map might supply the a priori information needed to 

guide final road network connection. 

Even with access to the fastest computers available, it will be necessary to avoid 

exhaustive processing approaches. In addition to the overwhelming amount of numeric 

processing required to perform all analysis at the pixel level, the combinatorics associ

ated with higher-level algorithms also necessitates a drastic reduction in the amount of 

information retained by a system. Fortunately, remote sensing applications that process 

large amounts of datu frequently have a natural hierarchical structure-such computa

tional models have significant combinatoric benefits [10, 11]. By moving upwards in an 

information hierarchy, data volume is reduced, so the number or complexity of applied 

algorithms can be increased without increasing execution time. Image understanding in 

particular follows this coarse-fo-fine organization, with megabytes of imagery at the 

lowest levels of processing and relatively few symbolic objects of interest at the highest 
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levels. Operations applied to every pixel are kept to a minimum, while the most complex 

algorithms are applied to the limited number high-level objects. This hierarchical struc

ture provides a form of explicit load balancing at the system level, that will be presented 

in more detail in Chapter 2. 

Early attempts to improve execution speed of important remote sensing algorithms 

(e.g. pixel classification) incorporated complex sequential algorithms and data structures 

[12-14]. While such attempts may succeed in improving execution speed, they do so at 

the expense of algorithm design complexity, overall program clarity, ease of implemen

tation, and maintainability. More importantly, such techniques are limited in perfor

mance to the execution speed of the fastest available sequential processors. Parallel 

processors provide an alternative processing paradigm that effectively handles increas

ing volumes of data with less drastic increases in algorithm complexity. 

1.2 Parallel Computing in Remote Sensing 

Parallel processing is an effective approach to improving the execution speed of auto

mated remote sensing applications. There have been a variety of diverse and special-pur

pose parallel computers used for image processing, from Kung's Warp [15, 16] to 

custom designed architectures like the UMass Image Understanding Architecture [17, 

18], NETRA [19, 20], and others [21]. These machines have been used effectively, but 

are of limited utility to the general research community-special, one-of-a-kind proces

sors have limited availability. More importantly, systems that incorporate standard com

ponents and connection topologies are more cost-competitive than architectures that rely 

on a custom design and fabrication process for all components [22]. 

In general, parallel processors are poorly standardized-hardware, operating system, 

programming language, and programming paradigms differ significantly. Vendors typi

cally supply languages and software tools that exploit the strengths of their hardware 

platform. Algorithm developers are encouraged to design algorithms based on unique 

features of each architecture. These architecture-specific parallel processing languages 

and libraries have been referred to as the assembly languages of parallel processing [23, 
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24]. The result is a collection of programs that are architecture dependent and therefore 

difficult to port and tune to run efficiently on new platfonns. This lack of similarity 

between architectures inhibits widespread use of parallel computers. 

Two classes of general-purpose parallel computers that have been employed for 

remote sensing are multiple instruction multiple data (MIMD) machines and single 

instruction multiple data (SIMD) machines. MIMD computers typically consist of a 

moderate number of fast processors communicating via shared memory or message 

passing. SIMD computers typically consist of a larger number of smaller processors. all 

executing the same instruction simultaneously on different data elements. Both types of 

computer have been used effectively by the remote sensing and computer vision commu

nities for many years [25-27]. SIMD machines are ideal for the homogeneous. image

based algorithms. but less appropriate for highly irregular or data dependant computa

tions. MIMD machines are considerably more flexible. but more difficult to program and 

less scalable (in shared memory form). 

One proposed solution is to construct heterogenous systems that incorporate mUltiple 

alternative parallel architectures to gain the benefits of each. Integrated heterogeneous 

parallel processors can be support by layers of SIMD and MIMD computers coupled 

through shared memory [18]. Alternatively. distributed systems can be built that use 

message passing or RPC to loosely connect a set of algorithms implemented using differ

ent programming paradigms on diverse computer architectures as exhibited in the archi

tectures of the SNTB [28]. PVM [29.30]. THERE [31]. AVS [32]. Mentat [33]. or Panda 

[34]. While each integrated architecture may be ideally suited for a particular class of 

algorithm [35]. and the communication costs between layers can be minimized. it is still 

difficult to balance algorithm execution times within a single integrated application [36]. 

The fixed decisions made when assigning modules to architectures are seldom optimal 

when confronted with the highly variable input data sets common in remote sensing. 

Additionally. there are times when the subtask assigned to one of the heterogeneous pro

cessors is large enough that it could benefit from application of all available resources. 

Because machines are physically separated and run architecture-specific algorithms. it is 
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not possible to apply all hardware resources to the execution of a single algorithm. Fur

thermore, mUltiple parallel processors must be retained, and individual system compo

nents must still be developed in machine-specific environments', making it difficult to 

take advantage of hardware advances. By giving up this type of coarse-grained heteroge

neous system, access to many existing architecture-specific algorithms is sacrificed. 

An alternative approach that would achieve improved performance for a larger num

ber of users would be to support portable or architecturally independent parallel lan

guages that are scalable across a range of machine sizes. Portability of a single program 

between machines with different performance characteristics provides a natural scalabil

ity, allowing the user to increase the amount of input data, without an increase in execu

tion time. Performance improvements can then be obtained by simply recompiling a 

given user program for a more powerful computer. 

A range of higher-level parallel languages have been used in remote sensing and 

image processing. Languages have been developed that are highly application specific 

[37, 38]. By leveraging constraints of a particular domain, it is frequently possible to 

build reduced functionality, less general programming languages that are more efficient 

at the subset of operations they perform. At the other extreme are languages designed to 

support a wider range of programming requirements. Common LISP [39] and Ada [40, 

41] are two examples. A fundamental tension exists between a language's expressiveness 

and its level of abstraction. Abstract languages are easier to program and port, but may 

limit the programmer's ability to express certain algorithms. This tension is frequently 

felt in the subset of languages available for parallel computers. 

When selecting a programming paradigm for parallel processing, there are two 

choices: exploit the parallelism inherent in the algorithms (control parallel) or exploit the 

parallelism available within the input data (data parallel). A common control parallel 

approach involves the execution of independent region-specific algorithms in a coarse

grained, client-server model of computation. The resulting distributed system can be 

implemented at a variety of levels. Using just operating system or networking primitives, 

a collection of sequential programs can be combined to form a large distributed system 
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[42-45]. Alternatively, one of the available distributed, coarse-grained languages can be 

used [46, 47]. While this type of control parallel programming increases the range of 

applications that can be effectively implemented, it does so at the expense o. program

ming ease. The programmer must explicitly divide the computation, distribute the data, 

and manage processor communication and synchronization. It is sometimes difficult to 

accomplish correct synchronization that remains efficient with increased numbers of 

threads. Additionally, the more subtle behavior of thread-based systems is difficult to 

master [48] . 

Many of the algorithms used in remote sensing are naturally data parallel, supporting 

execution of similar operations on all data elements concurrently [I, 37,49]. While it is 

possible to structure many of the algorithms as mUltiple threads of control that run differ

ent components of an algorithm, this approach is limited by the number of available 

components. For most remote sensing applications, the parallelism to be gained by con

currently operating on mUltiple data elements is greater than the parallelism to be gained 

by concurrently executing each subtask in a different thread [1]. Many of the low and 

intermediate-level operations required to extract information directly from imagery are 

best structured as data parallel algorithms because operations are applied at the pixel and 

neighborhood levels, are highly uniform, and largely independent from pixel-to-pixel 

[50-52]. Data parallel languages support algorithm expression at a veryhigh, yet expres

sive level, relieving the programmer of many tasks associated with traditional distributed 

programs [37, 53-55]. Data parallel languages have also been found to be appropriate for 

a number of other disciplines such as molecular dynamics, Monte Carlo simulations, 

[56], associative memories [57], databases [58], N-body problems, circuit simulation, 

computer graphics and scientific visualization [59]. They have also been demonstrated 

on complex irregular algorithms [60, 61]. 

1.3 Data Parallel Languages 

Data parallel languages are designed to process large collections of data items transpar

ently, eliminating explicit loops and intermediate-level data decomposition, leading to 
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code that is clearer, more concise, and easier to design, implement, and maintain. The 

sequential control flow semantics of data parallel languages further improves ease of use, 

eliminating nondetenninism and the potential for race conditions and deadlock. The user 

is insulated from machine specific details by the language and compiler. Modified com

pilers and machine-specific runtime libraries implement the constructs in the most 

appropriate manner on each new architecture. The highly regular structure of data paral

leI languages enhances portability and scalability. Thus, while it is frequently difficult to 

expand the size of a sequential or coarse-grained control parallel program to include 

more processors, data parallel programs scale well as long as there is adequate data to 

occupy available processors-seldom a problem for image related applications. 

Data parallel programming has been used informally in many early parallel comput

ing systems prior to its introduction in languages [1]. Kung's systolic Warp processor 

was found to be even more effective when used in 'homogeneous mode' or with 'input 

partitioning', in which each of the ten cells executed the same function on a different 

region of the image, completely ignoring the systolic aspects of the architecture [15, 16]. 

The Butterfly's Uniform System [62] was frequently run with a pool of tasks, each call

ing the same function on a different region of data. Linda's static Bag-of-Tasks if called 

with the same function on different portions of an image could serve as a coarse-grained 

semi-data parallel model. [63,64]. More recently, Gustafson used the same data parallel 

approach, now called 'spatial decomposition' to obtain near-linear scaled speedup on a 

1024-node hypercube [65]. Fox's study of 84 scientific applications showed that 'domain 

decomposition' was a common technique used to produce high performance scalable 

parallel algorithms [66]. 

Data parallel programming languages are often associated with Single Instruction 

Multiple Data (SIMD) computers like the CM-2 [50-52]. Initially, it was felt that custom 

hardware support was required to implement the highly synchronized, scalable program

ming language. On the CM-2 instructions are broadcast from a front-end control com

puter simultaneously to all nodes in the processor array, where the instructions are then 

executed concurrently. 
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Recent work has demonstrated that data parallel languages can also be implemented 

efficiently on shared and distributed memory MIMD computers [67-72], as well as 

NUMA shared memory machines [73, 74]. The regular structure of the languages makes 

it is easier to perform the compiler transformations required to achieve efficient imple

mentations on sequential and MIMD computers. Others have confirmed that many oper

ations with fixed per-processor overheads can be implemented most efficiently with a 

smaller number of physical processors [75]. The CM-5 [1], designed specifically for the 

implementation of data parallel languages, uses a smaller number of custom vector units 

connected by two fat tree networks. The computation is controlled by a sequential front

end workstations that broadcasts instructions to the processing array, and coordinates 

global synchronization. Distributed memory implementations are forced to duplication 

sequential computation or communicate more, while shared-memory implementation 

can develop bottlenecks from synchronization around shared variable accesses. Other 

distributed shared memory architectures like Munin [76] implement the shared memory 

abstraction in a distributed environment. 

Some work has been done with networks of computers all executing a single parallel 

programming paradigm. Workstation clusters have been used in coarse-grained systems 

[77]. Nedelikovic and Quinn have implemented Dataparallel C on a collections of heter

ogeneous workstations, with an emphasis on load balancing so the workstations can be 

shared with users [78]. These systems operate in user-space and rely on traditional TCPI 

IP network protocols or higher-level packages like PVM [29] for communication, sacri

ficing performance for ease of use and implementation. 

To date, little work has been done with dedicated collections of homogeneous work

stations, executing a single parallel programming paradigm that supports the full range 

of programming abstractions required by operational image understanding applications. 

The next section presents a network-based architecture constructed from stock worksta

tion and networking components, yet designed to operate like a custom multiprocessor 

executing data parallel languages. 
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1.4 Cluster-C*: Network-based Data Parallel C 

This dissertation addresses the question of whether data parallel programs can be effec

tivelyexecuted on a cluster of dedicated workstations connected by a high-speed local 

area network. Loosely-coupled workstation clusters offer an attractive cost-performance 

alternative to tightly-coupled multiprocessors [76]. They are particularly conducive to 

incremental growth because new workstations can be added easily to an existing net

work, supporting faster incorporation of new technology because new workstations 

architectures can be added without replacing all existing workstations. Additionally, the 

cluster resources are automatically available to all users connected to the network. When 

workstation clusters are equipped with the latest RISC processors and networks, they are 

capable of providing superior performance to all but the largest multiprocessors. A 

mature cluster-based data parallel programming environment will benefit researchers in 

the remote sensing, image processing, and other parallel processing fields. 

The problem, of course, is that the fine-grained parallelism common in data parallel 

programs is assumed to be inappropriate for workstation clusters because of the associ

ated high latency and low bandwidth of the network. This assumption is flawed for three 

reasons. First, recent advances in network technology have yielded nearly an order of 

magnitude improvement in hoth latency and throughput, meaning that the performance 

gap between loosely-coupled and tightly-coupled multiprocessors is not as dramatic as it 

once was. Second, analysis of a collection of data parallel programs indicates that 

although fine-grained, they have communication costs that grow more slowly than asso

ciated computation costs. Third, it is possible to design an language-specific architecture 

that minimizes the remaining communication and control overhead by leveraging the 

predictable execution behavior of data parallel programs [79]. For example, C*'s global 

address space is implemented without page-based distributed shared memory because 

the semantics of the C* communication operators make all such accesses can be antici

pated by both sender and receiver without coordination, and therefore satisfied with 

explicit communication. 
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This dissertation describes Cluster-C'tc, an environment for C* [80]-a data parallel 

language developed by Thinking Machines Corporation (TMC) for the Connection 

Machine family of parallel processors-on a cluster of Hewlett Packard 720 worksta

tions connected by an FDDI network. Each workstation includes an experimental net

work adapter board designed for low latency, and runs a minimal OS kernel. Unlike 

previous implementations, Cluster .. C* executes a custom kernel on each workstation, 

treating both the processors and network as dedicated resources for the duration of the 

computation. 

A comprehensive set of test programs. characteristic of remote sensing and image 

understanding systems. is used to evaluate the cluster's perfonnance. These algorithms 

are more generally interesting hecause they are adaptive to diverse data inputs, span mul

tiple processing levels (e.g., numeric, pixel-based, object-based), utilize all available C* 

communication operators, and are scalable to handle increasing sensor collection capa

bilities. Some of the algorithms implement basic image processing operations, while oth

ers provide general purpose capabilities for load balancing and global control in a 

manner best suited for an explicit data parallel language. 

Workstation clusters executing a data parallel language are well suited for large scien

tific computations. While the abstract architecture is sufficiently expressive for many 

data-rich problems, it has limited utility in a number of areas. Applications like transac

tion processing or network protocols, file systems and user interface programs are better 

supported by multi-threaded systems communicating through shared memory. The Clus

ter-C* architecture is also poorly suited as an environment for building coarse-grained 

distributed programs from existing sequential programs or architecture-specific parallel 

applications. Finally, there are data-dependant, highly irregular problems that can be 

solved with a data parallel approach, but have more efficient solutions on control parallel 

environments. 
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1.S Thesis Statement and Contributions 

This dissertation contributes to two distinct areas of computing research: pure experi

mental computer science and the applied computational science areas of remote sensing 

and image understanding. From a pure computer science (CS) perspective, this disserta

tion's primary objective is to test the hypothesis that, despite the fine-grained nature of 

data parallel languages, data parallel programs can be effectively implemented on a clus

ter of workstations, with performance rivaling the most advanced custom mUltiproces

sors. To test this hypothesis, this dissertation covers four areas of CS-oriented research: 

program analysis, architecture design, performance analysis, and simulation. 

To evaluate the Cluster-C* architecture, this dissertation uses a test suite of nine dis

tinct algorithms with varied communication and computational behavior. It will be 

shown that instruction distributions are an effective tool in understanding and predicting 

the behavior of application programs, without the need for actual execution on a particu

lar hardware platform. C* programs can be classified into a small number of classes with 

distinctive communication behavior, and therefore, cluster performance. Chapter 3 will 

show how the highly structured nature of C*, and particularly its communication opera

tors, make the language predictable and easy to analyze, implement, and model. The 

fine-grained expression of parallelism does not require an equivalently fine-grained level 

of physical communication. All performance is tied to the geometry and cardinality of 

declared program shapes. Sequential implementation overheads remain fixed across 

problem size, and with the exception of one operator, the general send, all communica

tion costs grow more slowly than computational costs as problem sizes increase. 

The Cluster-C* architecture presented in Chapter 4 has several novel aspects. It is 

optimized for performance, treating the cluster environment like a multiprocessor

making dedicated use of all resources. The cluster has a highly integrated software struc

ture that executes in a single address space, utilizes a minimal operating system and a 

vertically integrated pathway from the network device to the C* language run-time func

tions. It is structured to compensate for the low bandwidth and high latencies of the 
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FOOl network-operating in SPMO mode with fully decentralized control and highly 

asynchronous network protocols. Furthermore, Chapter 4 will show how all of this can 

be implemented without the aid of heavy-weight synchronization primitives or multipro

gramming support. The architecture's communication-centric nature is different than any 

existing implementation of C"'-computations are actually added in order to reduce net

work communication and the need for centralized control. Cache behavior will be shown 

to be significant to cluster performance and consequently many aspects of the cluster 

architecture are optimized for good cache perfonnance. The architecture is further opti

mized through the use of intra- and inter-instruction message pipelining. 

The cluster's performance is evaluated with the nine program test suite. These empir

ical results are presented in Chapter 5. Unlike any previous efforts, the CM-5 is used as a 

concrete baseline against which Cluster-C*'s performance is measured. This dissertation 

will show that an 8-node cluster compares favorably to a 32-node CM-5, and that when 

considered on a per-node basis, the cluster delivers superior performance for all test pro

grams across all problem sizes. Scaled speedup results show that the cluster architecture 

scales well for most problems. Earlier predictions that C""s general send operator is the 

primary limiting operation for the Cluster-C'" architecture are confirmed. A detailed set 

of micro-benchmarks including communication ratios, peak instruction rates, and maxi

mum transmission rates further illuminate the reasons for the cluster's superior perfor

mance. 

A shortcoming of the performance results is the lack of perfonnance data for clusters 

larger than eight nodes. To extend the empirical results, this dissertation presents a 

detailed simulation of the cluster, based on abst1'act instruction traces of C* programs 

and explicit models of each communication operator, the cache, and the underlying net

working system. Simulations predict cluster perfonnance up to 256 nodes under a range 

of architectural configurations, concluding that the cluster is capable in its current con

figuration of scaling to much larger sizes for many of the test programs. It is still limited 

by the general send operator, which in turn is limited by available network bandwidth. 

The perfonnance limitations are easily identified as are the architectural enhancements 
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required to overcome them. It will be shown that by incorporating Gigabit network tech

nology, the bandwidth limitations can be removed, resulting in an architecture with 

excellent performance across all test programs. Finally, simulations are used to close the 

loop back to the empirical baseline comparisons with the 32-node CM-5, concluding that 

a 16-node cluster of high-end workstations connected by a 600 Mbps network will out

perform a 32-node CMoS in almost all algorithms and problem sizes. The Cluster-C'" 

simulator is presented in Chapter 6, with all of the simulation results presented in Chap

ter 7. 

This dissertation makes a second major contribution in the computational science dis

ciplines of remote sensing and image understanding. The test suite that previously served 

only as a diverse set of algorithms, stressing different aspects of the cluster architecture, 

is really a representative selection of key algorithms from the two application areas. 

Chapter 2 describes a high-level processing framework for automated remote sensing, 

the components of which are redundantly represented by this test suite. Together, the 

framework and algorithms show how to implement a scalable, high-volume, coarse-to

fine, remote sensing system that rivals any in existence. Dynamic adaptation of computa

tiOil configuration is used to match the internal structure of the input data. All aspects of 

the framework are data parallel. A set of spatial transformations are defined that compact 

and load balance active processing areas without destroying the neighborhood structure 

required by many algorithms. As a result, algorithms designed for a single homogenous 

grid can be run conculTently and transparently on a set of independent subregions. What 

is more, this dissertation is the first to show how this entire system can be implemented 

in a cluster environment-with performance rivaling the most advanced mUltiproces

sors. To further validate the framework, Chapter 2 presents the design for an ecosystem 

monitoring system that provides an end-to-end processing example based on real data. 

The dissertation concludes with Chapter 8 which summarizes the major points pre

sented throughout the dissertation, along with contributions and potential directions for 

future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REMOTE SENSING 

This chapter considers the subject of automated remote sensing systems and their par

allel implementation. Remote sensing is closely related to, and dependent on, the fields 

of image processing (IP), image understanding (IV) and computer vision, all of which 

have significant computational requirements. These fields also share many basic charac

teristics with the 'grand challenges' of high-performance computing and communication 

[8I]-the observation and analysis of external events with sensors is fundamental to 

many experimental scientific disciplines. 

Time consuming manual analysis is the basis of many important remote sensing oper

ations. Section 2.1 explores this situation in more detail, concluding that without signifi

cant changes in the sensor information extraction process, the problem will soon become 

intractable. Section 2.2 presents a highly parallel processing framework that reduces pro

cessing and redistributed uneven load by adapting the computation to the internal struc

ture of the data. Data parallel computational techniques provide the core for all phases of 

the framework, making it effective with high-volume sensor data. 

Section 2.3 introduces a nine program test suite. The test programs contain a number 

of representative algorithms that effectively characterize the different stages and algo

rithms within the processing framework, as well as many other important image process

ing and remote sensing algorithms. These tests serve as the basis for evaluation of the 

architecture and techniques developed in later chapters. Chapter 2 ends with a detailed 

ecosystem monitoring example that illustrates the use of the processing techniques and 

algorithms developed in Sections 2.2 and 2.3. 
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2.1 Automation in Remote Sensing 

Most detailed analysis of remotely sensed data is performed manually by highly trained 

interpreters using magnification devices to inspect film, hardcopy, and occasionally digi

tal imagery. The interpretation process is time consuming and error prone-most imag

ery is never fully exploited. Furthermore, humans have difficulty interpreting multi

banded and non-literal I imagery. For example, radar imagery is one of the best informa

tion sources for geologic and man-made structures, but is rarely used because it is so dif

ferent than standard optical photographs. 

This situation is aggravated by three ongoing developments. First, the demand for 

remotely sensed data has increased steadily for years [2], with requirements ranging 

from wide-area, low resolution coverage, to very local, high resolution coverage. At the 

global scale, imagery supports such things as world crop predictions and environmental, 

global change, and weather monitoring [82]. Medium resolution data supports biological 

infestation detection. mineral exploration, forestry, and ecosystem monitoring. The high

est resolution imagery provides the basis for urban planning and zoning, engineering 

projects, irrigation monitoring, and treaty verification. These different applications also 

have a wide range of timeliness requirements to assure effective use of the data. For 

example, a farmer using SPOT satellite imagery to determine irrigation schedules cannot 

wait weeks or months for data delivery-the crops will have died by then. 

Second, the increasing number of new enhanced sensors further stresses the informa

tion extraction and analysis systems. A wealth of information can now be obtained more 

easily from a diverse set of smaller, cheaper, and more sophisticated sensors. NASA 

alone expects a 10 to 15 fold increase in satellite data from the EOS program [2]. Over 

30 new sensors are expected to be launched by foreign countries in the period between 

1988 and 1997 [2]. Collectively, these new sensors cover larger portions of the electro

magnetic spectrum, with increased spectral, temporal, and radiometric resolutions. They 

1. Literal imagery refers to imagery in the visible portion of lhc clectromagnelic spectrwn, and tlIcrcforc 
nalural for humans to interprct because Ule photographs look similar lo what tlIe eye is used to. 
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also provide greater coverage, both spatially, and topically-measuring such diverse 

items as ocean wave heights, lightning storms, wind speeds, vegetation stress, and so on. 

The single EOS platform is designed to hold 14 synergistic instruments performing 

simultaneous observation [3]. While such increases are ultimately beneficial, the current 

remote sensing infrastructure is incapable of handling them effectively. 

The final development tJ1at is capable of worsening the current situation in image 

interpretation is the overall increased understanding of the many different sensors and 

subject areas. Again, such increases are ultimately positive, but the current infrastructure 

is not capable of supporting them. More accurate models of a particular subject area typ

ically lead to more complex analysis algorithms. Furthermore, there is a growing aware

ness of the relationships between processes and events that were once considered in 

isolation. The study of systems requires the simultaneous collection from multiple sen

sors and algorithms with increased combinatorics. For example, to accurately predict the 

movement of clouds over the ocean, it is also necessary to include information about the 

sea surface temperature, cun'ents, and bordeIing land masses [83]. The emergence of 

global change studies and earth system science have increased the need for archived data 

from the last 20 years-it is not enough to keep up with real-time collections because 

algorithms may repeatedly reprocess new and old data. 

Ultimately the goal of these sensor and algorithm enhancements is to improve the 

accuracy of the final analysis. The three-way feedback between sensors, algorithms, and 

accuracy assures that the infOimation processing component of remote sensing will con

tinue to increase. The only component that is not likely to increase is the role played by 

manual human interpretation. All of these factors argue for a continued shift in the direc

tion of semi- and fully-automated data analysis. Furthermore, the amount of data 

involved and complexity of algorithms applied to that data necessitate a parallel solution. 

2.2 System Processing Model 

An end-to-end system approach must be used to effectively deal with increased ar~ounts 

of data and detailed information extracted and processed by remote sensing and IU algo-
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rithms. This section presents a processing approach, based on data parallelism, that 

maintains maximum parallelism by adaptively altering the computation's structure to 

process only significant data. The processing framework enables detailed monitoring of 

multiple extended regions covering large geographic areas. 

The processing framework is based on two key observations. First, it is not feasible to 

apply automated, high fidelity image processing algorithms to all imagery collected over 

an extended region. Such an approach requires unreasonable computational resources 

and is incompatible with sensor improvements or continually increasing algorithm com

plexity. Second, many important subjects in remote sensing have a complex, distributed, 

non-uniform, spatial structure. A single region is likely to occupy a restricted portion of 

the full area being monitored; the restriction may occur along different dimensions of the 

space (e.g., by latitude, elevation, climate, cultural, geographic, environmental, and so 

on.). Parallel algorithms that ignore this detailed structure operate with reduced effi

ciency. It has been shown that under similar circumstances, a good sequential algorithm 

using its own search space reduction can easily outperfonn a much larger multiprocessor 

[58]. 

This section begins with an overview of the processing framework, followed by a 

more detailed presentation of three spatial transformations that can be used effectively 

with data parallel languages, allowing adaptation to input data while retaining a basic 

data parallel processing model. 

2.2.1 Processing Framework 

This section describes a processing framework designed to support efficient computa

tion over complex, spatially distributed regions. The approach uses a coarse-to-fine pro

cessing sequence that limits the application of expensive algorithms to the smallest areas 

possible. Figure 2.1 depicts the three phase processing flow. Within each phase, region or 

object models are used to select the processing algorithms and set algorithm parameters. 

The computations perfonned during each phase use a data parallel programming model 

that is capable of obtaining near-optimal perfonnance when dealing with the large data 
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sets commonly associated with physical systems [1, 84]-at the core of every operation, 

the same operation is applied to all members of a primarily homogeneous grid of data 

elements. While the framework is presented as a single three-phase sequence, it can actu

ally be applied recursively if data volume or algorithm complexity demands. 
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Figure 2.1: Coarse-to-Fine Processing Approach for Remote Sensing 

The first phase involves the use of limited portions of the available imagery and ter

rain data and a small number of inexpensive algorithms to identify candidate regions 

within a larger area of interest. Conservative estimates are used in the coarse selection 

process in order to retain all regions that could possibly be of interest. This initial coarse 

processing phase typically uses a small percentage of the available source imagery and 

digital terrain data, but processes the full area in at least one source. The candidate 

regions are verified during suhsequent high fidelity processing. 
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In order to further reduce the cost of initial area identification, it is frequently benefi

cial to downsample raw imagery, creating an image pyramid [85]. Pyramids are effective 

because some initial filtering algorithms do not require full resolution data, and because 

a specialized downsampling process can be used, incorporating operators tailored to the 

coarse candidate identification phase. 

The second phase is a transformation in processing space that takes place between the 

low and high fidelity processing phases, acting as an explicit load balancing mechanism. 

The phase reconfigures processors to better match the active data elements by transform

ing the identified regions from the source data configuration to a more compact working 

organization. The source data is typically in a large 20 grid, and after the region identifi

cation of phase one, the active data is very sparse, and potentially unevenly distributed

continuing to process the complete grid would be highly inefficient. Instead, the candi

date regions are identified, laheled, and transferred to a dynamically created, more com

pact representation. The new representation consists of a set of regions packed into a 

small number of 10 or 20 grids that are partitioned to allow each region to be effectively 

processed independently. The top-level control and handling of boundary conditions 

between adjacent regions is performed transparently to the algorithms run on the set of 

regions. Such a collection of data parallel tasks has been referred to as collection-ori

ented or nested datu parallelism [55, 86, 87]. The extent to which the new configurations 

are smaller than the source gdd governs the savings that can be expected during subse

quent application of high fidelity processing algorithms. 

The third phase involves the application of a variable number of high fidelity process

ing algorithms to the set of independent regions. High fidelity algorithms are used to 

extract detailed features directly from one or more images, where the features are corre

lated with external features of interest. Parallelism is necessary during this last phase of 

processing for two reasons. First, detailed algorithms are applied to all available imagery 

and digital terrain at full resolution in order to develop as complete an interpretation of 

the region as possihle. The more sources of imagery that can be applied to a problem, the 

better the chances of ohserving and quantifying suhtle behavior. Second, many more fea-
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tures are computed over the candidate regions than were initially necessary to locate the 

regions-the calculation and analysis of a high-dimensional feature space requires sig

nificant computation. This makes parallelism a key component of the processing frame

work regardless of area reduction techniques. 

2.2.2 Space-Reducing Transformations 

This section considers the second stage of the processing framework in more detail: 

space-reducing transformations. Three different spatial transformations are presented, 

each capable of a different level of data reduction. The basic assumption is that in order 

to achieve adequate perfOimance from a multiprocessor it is not practical to process large 

areas exhaustively just to retain the very simple structure of a single data parallel task. 

Instead, unneeded processing space must be trimmed while maintaining the homoge

neous structure required for efficient data parallel execution. 

The basic concept of all three transformations is illustrated in Figure 2.2. A set of 

independent, variable-sized regions is identified for further high fidelity processing by 

phase one. The regions are cut from the larger source grid and copied to a set of more 

compact grids or vectors for all suhsequent processing. All data required by the high 

fidelity algorithms must be moved from the source grid to the new compact configura

tions. Care must be taken in identifying the source region so that sufficient surrounding 

area is included for neighborhood-hased algorithms.AlI three transformations are spatial 

transformations that reorganize pixels individually or as groups. An important aspect of 

all three transforms is that algorithms developed for raw input data (homogeneous grid), 

work equally well on the transformed data-the transformations are transparent to pixel 

and window-based algorithms. This is in contrast to transforms like FFT or Hough [88, 

89] that require completely different feature extraction algorithms for the transformed 

space. 
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Figure 2.2: Space Reducing Transformations for Remote Sensing 
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The first unstructured transformation is a non-Euclidean, pixel-based transformation, 

that preserves no source image neighborhood information during the transformation. 

Active pixels are transferred to a new 10 configuration by simply enumerating the can

didate pixels to obtain a unique 10 index for each active pixel. These indices are used as 

the mapping between the source ~O grid and a new 10 configuration. 
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The second orthogonal transformation is a Euclidean, translation-based method that 

places a bounding rectangle around each contiguous region, then moves all elements 

within each rectangle to new, smaller processing configurations; no rotation or scaling is 

performed during the move. This approach works best when the regions of interest are 

compact, near-circular or aligned with cardinal orientations. The bounding rectangles are 

computed in parallel for each labeled region of pixels. This technique can become quite 

inefficient if the regions are too elongated with non-cardinal orientations. 

The third arbitrary-orientation transformation is also a Euclidean, bounding rectan

gle method that additionally allows the rectangles to be placed around the regions at 

arbitrary orientations to achieve the best fits. All data within the rectangle can then be 

cut, scaled, rotated and translated to the new compact configuration. The computation of 

the mapping of each element within the set of candidate regions requires more computa

tion than the unstructured or orthogonal methods. In particular, each region must build a 

2D grid of mappings that compute the following transformation at each grid element: 

x = x' cos 0+ y' sin 0 and y = - x' sin 0+ y' cos 0 

where the primed coordinates represent the independent compact regions, unprimed 

coordinates refer to the locations in the source grid, and 0 is the angle of rotation for each 

rectangle. 

2.3 Data Parallelism as the Computational Foundation 

The scale, frequency and accuracy required by remote sensing systems requires the use 

of multiprocessors for timely response. Parallel processing technology has been used 

effectively to process significant amounts of imagery [5, 7, 18]. In particular, the data 

parallel processing model has been successful in the area of image processing and analy

sis where regular operations are applied uniformly to large arrays of image data or com

pact vectors [26,60,90]. 

There are some general processing paradigms associated with remote sensing applica

tions, all of which are well suited for data parallel implementation. Each grid element 

performs three types of processing: 
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point: operations that involve individual pixels within an image. Point operations are 

characterized by simple mathematical transformation on pixel or thresholding opera

tions. Because no communication is used during this type of operation, they are particu

larly well suited for first phase candidate region identification. 

neighborhood: operations that require neighboring elements for the computation of 

each value at each pixel. Neighborhoods range in size from 3x3 to 15x15. This type of 

operation is typically communication intensive, but still quite efficient because the com

munication is so local, and based on implicit addressing that is efficient to implement. 

Neighborhood operations are common in both candidate region identification and later 

third phase high fidelity processing. 

global: operations of this type require some form of information from either the 

whole grid or specific data from a distant location in order to complete the local compu

tation. Because of their potential requirement for distant grid values, global operations 

are characteristic of second phase transformations that move data between different grid 

configurations. 

2.4 Characteristic Algorithm Benchmarks 

Later chapters present a parallel architecture that claims to be well suited for the algo

rithms commonly found in remote sensing and image processing applications. The archi

tecture is evaluated with a suite of nine test programs. The tests come primarily from the 

disciplines of image processing and computer vision, containing a wide range of fre

quently used algorithms ranging from grid-based, numeric algorithms to dynamic, irreg

ular graph-based algorithms. Such diversity requires flexible creation and usage of 

different data configurations and significant transformations between configurations. The 

test programs were selected for their representative nature: together they characterize the 

three-phase processing framework, the three classes of image processing, and all of the 

communication operators in the C* language. The nine programs, in alphabetical order, 

are summarized as follows: 
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amp. Locates all pixels in a 2D input image that are significantly brighter than the 

average of a surrounding 5 x 5 neighborhood. Ali neighborhood summations are com

puted with 2D horizontal and vertical 32-bit floating point plus-scans and grid-sends. 

The number of pixels which pass the threshold test are computed with a plus-reduction. 

This algorithm is characteristic of candidate region identification algorithms used in 

wide-area coarse screening of radar and thermal IR imagery. 

col. Simple ID mathematical algorithm introduced to provide an example of how the 

control flow of the sequential portion of a data parallel algorithm is determined by the 

global state of the parallel computation. This algorithm works primarily with individual 

points and is characteristic of certain candidate region identification algorithms. It also 

provides a latency-sensitive test case for the Cluster-C* architecture. 

dens. Computes the local density of a set of selected points in a 2D plane. The initial 

point locations, specified as a vector of (x,y) pairs, are projected to 1D, where a parallel 

range sweep algorithm is used to compute all necessary distances. During each iteration, 

points adjacent in ID realign themselves for the next comparison by shifting data one 

element along the ID vector. The algorithm terminates when no more points have any 

neighbors remaining within the maximum distance. Th;s high-fidelity algorithm, charac

teristic of third phase processing, is used selectively on candidate regions. 

fft. Computes the discrete fast fourier transform of a ID complex input N-vector. Dif

ferent spectral component') are computed in log2N iterations, each iteration employing a 

different global communication pattern. While this algorithm can be used on an entire 

image, its cost usually restricts its use to candidate regions. At an algorithm level, the 

fft's significant communication qualify it as an example of the second phase spatial 

transformation algorithms. 

hist. Histograms an 8-bit 2D input image into 256 accumulator bins using a global 

communication operator with an additive combination at the destination. Each pixel in 

the source image sends the constant I, using its pixel value as the index into the accumu

lator array. Values in the input image are uniformly distributed to assure an even distribu

tion of message destinations. This algorithm is included to provide a worst-case example 
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of the second phase spatial transformations-in the case of hist, the source data set is not 

sparsely populated. 

hypo Uses the kmeans algorithm to perform unsupervised classification of multi- or 

hyper-spectral imagery. Using B 2D images (where each of the B images contains a dif

ferent 8-bit spectral band), the algorithm classifies the input image into K classes. Begin

ning with K initial class centroids, each image pixel computes a B-dimensional 

Euclidean distance from itself to each of the current K means, assuming the class of the 

closest centroid. During each iteration, new centroids are computed. 

A significant percentage of this the EOS data stream will be produced by two imaging 

spectrometers, Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS) and High-Resolu

tion Imaging Spectrometer (HIRIS) with 32 and almost 200 spectral bands, respectively. 

Consequently, hyperspectral image processing is perhaps the best example of the current 

disconnect between sensor capabilities and processing resources available to individual 

researchers. Clearly, hyp is best run on restricted regions of the whole search area. 

jac. The second non-image-oriented algorithm, provided for comparison purposes, 

Jacobi is an iterative algOlithm to find an approximate solution to Laplace's heat equa

tion, by finding the steady-state temperature on a surface. During each iteration, every 

point in a 2D grid computes the average of its four immediate neighbors. The Jacobi 

algorithm is not used directly in image processing, but is a common benchmark, and is 

also characteristic of many image processing algorithms such as convolution, connected 

components labeling, and morphological operators [91]. In its basic form, it is character

istic of many first phase, coarse screening algorithms, i.e. simple neighborhood opera

tors. 

mat. Matches a set of input points to a library of templates, attempting to recognize 

structured objects within a 2D image. Input points are represented as a ID vector of (x, y) 

pairs. The Lagrange multiplier method is used to obtain the best match of the templates 

to each subset of candidate image points. Processing requires significant trigonometric 

and floating point calculation, but absolutely no communication. This third phase, high

fidelity algorithm is used selectively on candidate regions. 
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obj. Extracts a set of detected objects from a 20 input image, transforming them into 

a more compact 10 representation, where feature and summary data is computed. Once 

in 10, several reduction operators are used to compute global statistics of object 

attributes. This algorithm is included to provide a more realistic example of a second 

phase spatial transformation-the input data set is sparsely populat.ed within a larger 20 

grid. 

While the majority of the test programs come from the domain of remote sensing and 

image processing, they are sufficiently broad and diverse to support the claim that C* 

provides sufficient expressive capability to design and build many important algorithms. 

2.5 An Ecosystem Monitoring Example 

There is evidence of increased rates of change in the earth's environment. Biological 

diversity is decreasing at an alarming rate worldwide [92]. The number of species that 

become threatened, endangered, or extinct each year is so large that uncoordinated, indi

vidual species monitoring is no longer a feasible approach to the problem [93]. Instead, 

the movement is toward monitoring and management of entire ecosystems that support 

large, mutually dependent groups of plant and animal species. By understanding the eco

system as a whole, key components can be identified that are responsible for overall sys

tem integrity. Additionally, a smaller number of indicator species can be selected based 

on their ability to accurately predict 01' reflect the health of the whole ecosystem. Moni

toring efforts concentrated on these indicator species can be expected to benefit the entire 

ecosystem. 

Ecosystems are most effectively monitored using external features that accurately 

reflect the overall health of the ecosystem and are easily observed on a regular basis. 

Using the rapidly improving capabilities of earth orbiting, remote sensing satellites, it is 

now possible to automatically measure numerous attributes of a region directly from raw 

imagery [89,94,95]. The diverse features required for accurate monitoring of a complex 

ecosystem are best collected using an ensemble of sensors, each with its own individual 

strengths-multi- and hyperspectral imagery for surface material classification, SAR for 
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geologic structure, surface texture and man-made objects, IR for hydrologic and cultural 

features, and EO stereo pairs for elevation. In the next ten years, major advances over 

existing sensor systems can be expected. NASA's Earth Observing System (EOS) plat

fonn alone is expected to collect terabytes (1012) of imagery per day [3,5]. 

Ecosystem management is the study of the whole system at once over extensive land

scapes, considering all the components responsible for maintaining its integrity. All 

resources should be monitored and managed, such as air and water quality, soils, biolog

ical diversity, and ecological processes. A single ecosystem usually consists of numerous 

diverse plant and animal species. One particular species usually occupies only a portion 

of the full ecosystem. Those regions of the ecosystem that are suitable for individuals of 

the species are called its habitat. The full ecosystem is frequently understood by consid

ering collections of habitats that typify the ecosystem. A habitat is described by features 

at many levels, beginning with coarse features like latitude, elevation, and regional geog

raphy. The coarse spatial structure of the ecosystem and habitat is significant, as demon

strated in the work on gap analysis [96, 97] and island biogeography (e.g., forest 

fragmentation) [98-100]. Habitat analysis also includes many detailed features, like 

changes in shrub and tree components over time, turnover rates of snags and downed 

wood, forest clearing opening sizes, and so on. [101-104]. To perform effective monitor

ing of a species it is necessary to understand its habitat, the key features of the habitat 

that will be easily observable, and the significance of changes in these features. 

The utility of a coarse-to-fine data parallel processing framework has been demon

strated for the problem of ecosystem monitoring. Specifically, the model has been dem

onstrated on a montane island chain in southeast Arizona for two species of birds [105]. 

Coarse filtering was accomplished using elevation data. The twelve distinct mountain 

chains were transformed to more compact representations using one of the three trans

fonnations of Section 2.2. Various high fidelity algorithms were then run on Landsat data 

for the candidate regions, computing specific features that correlate to habitat conditions. 

Three important observations were made from the Arizona ecosystem experiments. 

First, the three phase coarse-to-fine pl'Ocessing approach yielded significant reductions in 
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processing in all experiments. By eliminating all regions below 6000 feet (red-faced 

warbler) processing was between 1.6 and 4.7 times faster than when using exhaustive 

methods. When using the 8500 foot (ruby-crowned kinglet) elevation threshold, speed

ups were between 15 and 32. Second, the fastest transformation method was found to be 

the unstructured, non-spatial transformation-better than twice the reduction of the best 

Euclidean method. Third, for either large areas or when applying expensive high fidelity 

algorithms to candidate regions, it is worth fitting the regions exactly--even small reduc

tions in space become significant if enough subsequent processing is performed. 

This problem is representative of many multisource spatial information systems. Data 

parallel algorithms can be applied at a variety of levels. The overall volume of data is 

sufficient to require the application of intermediate transformations to redistribute pro

cessing load and reduce the amount of data processed by more complex algorithms. 

While the processing framework has been demonstrated with a single identification and 

redistribution of candidate regions, the basic techniques can be applied recursively. 

Refined candidate regions can be identified that are further compacted for processing by 

more expensive feature extraction algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 3 

C* PROGRAM BEHAVIOR 

This chapter examines the structure and behavior of C* programs in general, and spe

cifically the nine used to test the Cluster-C* architecture. All of the test programs 

described in Chapter 2 are written in the data parallel language C* [80]. By considering a 

few key aspects of the C* language and programs, it is possible to understand and pre

dict, with a relatively high degree of confidence, how such a language and programs will 

behave on a network architecture. Furthermore, such insights actually motivate key 

design features of the cluster architecture presented in Chapter 4. 

Most of the recent work involving data parallel languages has focused on Fortran D 

[70, 72, 106]. This is significant because C* supports and emphasizes a much richer 

interconnection of parallel data. This is best illustrated by the varied applications of 

interest to the two communities: Fortran users are primarily interested in grid-based, 

numerical computation, characterized by algorithms such as Jacobi, SOR, and finite ele

ment analysis [72], while C* is often the language of choice for more structured applica

tions like computer vision because of the need for general sends and scans [9, 26, 60, 

90]. A key aspect of both languages is that both computation and communication are 

expressed and visible at the language or library level, and therefore available for static 

inspection and analysis. This makes compiler optimizations and algorithm analysis eas

ier. Section 3.1 presents an overview of the key constructs of the C* language. 

The key issue involving the Cluster-C* architecture and test programs is the role of 

communication-this single feature exerts the strongest influence on the success or fail

ure of the architecture. Section 3.2 presents the four classes of communication opera

tions supported by Cluster-C*. These four operators are integral to Cluster-C* 

performance and will be referenced in future chapters: they are key components of the 

architecture presented in Chapter 4, the tests run in Chapter 5, and the performance mod-
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eling of Chapters 6 and 7. To understand how C* will behave in a cluster environment, it 

is important to understand its communication behavior. Fortunately, the highly structured 

nature of C* communication makes it easier to understand and design, than, for example, 

a more traditional distributed program that interacts through less predictable exchanges 

of untyped data. 

The nine program test suite presented in Chapter 2 is used throughout this dissertation 

to help evaluate the performance and behavior of the cluster architecture. Section 3.3 

takes a closer look at the detailed structure and behavior of the nine test programs in 

order to provide insight into their expected performance in a cluster environment. The 

two aspects are C* instl'uction distrihution and dynamic shape manipulation. 

The Chapter concludes with a set of observations of how C* programs are most likely 

to stress a netwol'k-based communication system. It is frequently assumed that fine

grained expl'ession of parallelism necessarily implies a higher level of physical commu

nication. Section 3.4 explains why this is not always the case, and why algorithms with 

minimal communication requil'ements are common. These considerations help motivate 

the design of the cluster architecture presented in Chapter 4. 

3.1 C* Overview 

C* adds parallelism to sequential C by extending the language to support the declaration 

of, and operations on, parallel vector data. The fundamental unit of computation in a data 

parallel program is the elemenT. The basic data elements of each problem serve as the 

building blocks for all highel'-level structures: pixels of an image, nodes and arcs of a 

graph, and so on. Elements are organized into aggregates-homogeneous structures 

called shapes-which define the rank and dimensions of a collection of elements. Shapes 

may be declared either statically or dynamically, with the latter method being necessary 

for efficient processing of data-dependent problems. 

Associated with each shape, a program may allocate parallel variables (pvars), based 

on standard C types. Pvars can be allocated statically, as automatic variables, or dynami

cally as part of a pvar heap. COl'responding elements of pvars can be combined using 
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parallel versions of standard C operators; given two integer pvars, a and b, of the same 

shape, a+b computes the sum of the elements of a and b at each location in the shape. 

Image processing programs frequently utilize multiple shapes of varying configurations, 

switching between shapes as processing demands. All variables in the sequential portion 

of a C* program are called scalar variables. 

To maximize the expression of parallelism available within a problem, processing is 

introduced at the finest granularity possible-the element at every location of a shape. 

Processing is expressed using the concept of a virtual processor (vp). This abstracts 

away any limits in the number of available physical processors, but instead, relies on 

compilation to provide the automatic mapping of elements onto available physical pro

cessors, thereby eliminating the need for explicit user-specified decomposition code. 

The ratio of virtual to physical processors is called the vp ratio. For each C* opera

tion, each physical processor iterates sequentially over its assigned vps. Associated with 

each vp is a boolean conteXT flag, that specifies its current activity state and determines its 

participation in context-sensitive parallel operations. Activity of the virtual processors 

can be manipulated during program execution with the use of the where statement, 

which sets the conText for the duration of the where block. For example, the following C* 

code fragment evaluates the boolean expression t x < 0)' in all active vps, enabling 

those vps in which the parallel variabl~ is negative, disabling all others. 

where (x < 0) { 
x = 1; 

Inside the where body, only those vps that pass the boolean test execute the assignment 

statement, 'x = 1'. 

C* retains C's single thread semantics: it is not possible for two different physical 

processors to execute different control flows during program execution. The following 

code fragment illustrates this point-because the sequential boolean expression evalu

ates to a single value, all physical processors are guaranteed to execute the same branch 

of the conditional, and therefore the same send operation: 



if (boolean-expression) 
send (dest, srca , send-addressa)i 

else send (dest, srcb' send-addressb)i 
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Here, send is a data parallel general send communication operator that transfers values 

from src to dest according to the addresses specified ins end-address. 

Cluster-C'" implements the majority of the computational operations required by the 

TMC C'" compiler. It does not implement detailed shape declaration, parallel arrays, or 

complex numbers. 

3.2 C* Communication Operators 

C'" supports a wide range of communication patterns through a small set of structured 

operators. These operators are invoked using C'" language constructs and library func

tions. This differs from lower-level approaches that require the user to explicitly package 

and transmit blocks of data. C'" operators support various scalar-pvar and pvar-pvar com

munication operations. Both implicit and explicit addressing are supported: implicit for 

regular, neighborhood operations, and explicit for global or application-specified trans

formations. C* shapes provide a global address space for all parallel variables, allowing 

any element of a shape to address any other element regardless of physical location. 

Additionally, most operators support some form of computation in combination with the 

communication operation. Figure 3.1 illustrates the four communication operators. 

Reduction Grid-Send General Send Scan 

~ 
125 1 4 31 

lli\ 
12 5 1 4 31 

J min 
.. -+-

OJ 13 2 5 1 41 Is 3 2 4 11 12 7 8 12151 

Figure 3.1: Cluster-C* Communication Operators 
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The four Cluster-C* communication operations are summarized as follows: 

Reduction. First introduced in the APL language [107]. the reduce operation takes a 

binary associative operator EB. and a set [no. al ..... an-I1 of n elements. and returns the 

scalar value x = (no EB al EB ... EB an-I)' Cluster-C* supports the reductions minimum. max

imum. sum. product. bitwise logical or. logical and. and logical xor. Reductions are typi

cally used to compute global statistics or to propagate parallel variable state up to the 

sequential control flow of the program. 

Grid-Send. Also called NEWS send (north. east. west. south). it supports regular 

movement of data between neighboring elements along one axis of an N dimensional 

Cartesian grid. Both source and destination parallel variables must be from the same 

shape. Grid communication is more efficient to implement than general communication 

because it uses implicit addressing and has a regularity that eliminates all congestion at 

the element level (i.e .• no collisions). This holds for both hardware and software solu

tions [59]. Grid-sends are used by neighborhood or window-based algorithms. 

General Send. Also called the permutation operator. it utilizes the global address 

space of C* to provide communication between any two pvar elements within the same 

or different shapes. All destination addresses are specified on a per-element basis. allow

ing the permutation pattern to be constructed dynamically by the application. Values sent 

to the same destination element can be combined using add. multiply. min. max. or over

write. For example, the statement 

[value]accum += 1 

is a convenient way to implement a histogram. Figure 3.1 illustrates operation of the 

general send, permuting each element of the source pvar to the destination pvar accord

ing to the send addresses contained in a third pvar that are pictured only through the pat

tern of arrows. 

Scan. Also called the parallel prefix operator. it is derived from an operator of the 

same name first introduced in the APL language [107]. The scan operation takes a binary 

associative operator $, and an ordered set [no, al ..... an-t1 of n elements. and returns the 

ordered set [0. no. (ao <£> al)' .... (ao $ al (9 ... (9 an-2)] [108]. Cluster-C* supports scan 
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for the operators minimum, maximum, sum, copy, bitwise logical or, logical and, and log

ical xor. When applied to a pvar, the scan operator computes all partial products of that 

operator, along one dimension of the shape, with optional segment masking. 

The four communication operators supported by Cluster-C'" all follow the same basic 

four-step process during each communication operation: 

1. Local communication and computation. Compute partial results or perform local on

processor source-to-destination moves. 

2. Send remote messages. Perform physical communication, sending either point-to

point or broadcast messages, containing specific vp data or cluster-wide partial 

results. 

3. Receive remote messages. Receive either aggregate vp-to-vp messages or cluster

wide broadcasts of partial results. 

4. Complete local communication. Move data from network messages to the appropriate 

elements of the destination pvar, possibly recomputing final results. 

The manner in which these four steps are accomplished relative to other computations 

within the C'" program is quite flexihle and has been highly optimized in the Cluster-C'" 

archi tecture. 

There are several higher-level communication operations supported by the original 

C'" language that are not implemented in Cluster-C"'. These include rank, get, and the 

family of spread and multi-spread operators. Also, because Cluster-C'" has no file sys

tem, the 110 functions read-from-pvar and write-to-pvar are not implemented. 

3.3 C* Application Program Structure 

Whether or not a workstation cluster is appropriate for data parallel program execution is 

primarily dependent on the communication behavior of the programs being executed. It 

is frequently assumed that fine-grained expression of parallelism necessarily implies a 

higher level of physical communication. By considering a few simple attributes, of C'" 

programs it is possible to better understand their behavior and consequently refine pre-
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dictive capabilities. This section examines the nine program test suite and overall con

cludes that they have restricted use of communication operators in proportion to 

computational operations. 

Section 3.3.1 examines the nine test programs from a low-level computational per

spective. C* programs compile to potentially hundreds of slightly different low-level 

computational and communication functions, analogous to the many operator variants 

available in a standard sequential assembler. For the purposes of presentation and analy

sis, the many different instructions have been coarsely grouped by behavior into an 

infonnal, 21-class instruction taxonomy. Instruction distributions, obtained by counting 

the number of calls to each class during a nominal run, provide a very effective means of 

classification-the shape of the distrihution largely detennines algorithm behavior. 

Section 3.3.2 examines the dynamic use of multiple shapes within a C* program. Dif

ferent shapes are needed when algorithms deal with data sets or derived results that have 

different size or structure. As discussed in Chapter 2, transformations between different 

shapes represent a key component of many image-oriented algorithms. These transfor

mations, based on general sends, represent a class of problems that is of particular sig

nificance to cluster perfonnam:e. 

3.3.1 Program Operator Composition 

This section presents a series of graphs that portray test program instruction composi

tion from a numher of different perspectives, beginning at an aggregate test suite level, 

proceeding to individual test programs. Figure 3.2 provides an aggregate view of relative 

and absolute operator use across all of the nine test programs. Figures 3.3 and 3.4 follow 

with detailed relative and ahsolution instruction distributions, respectively, for each of 

the nine programs, where "relative" indicates the percentage of all instructions that are 

attributed to each class, and "ahsolute" reflects the total number of calls to each class 

during a nominal run. The instructions appearing in both graphs within 3.2 can be 

decomposed into two hroad categories: computational and communication-oriented. The 

computational instruction classes appear on the left two thirds of each graph, and the 
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communication classes appear on the far right third. Nominal runs of the test programs 

on medium-sized inputs provided all counts. 

The multi-graph figures 3.3 and 3.4, as well as many that follow in later chapters, all 

depict some form of behavior for each of the nine test programs on a single composite 

graph. Each time a nine test composite graph is used, the test programs will appear in the 

same location, in a three by three matrix, in alphabetical order from the upper left to the 

lower right using row major ordering. So, for example, in every nine-graph figure, the 

amp test program will always appear in the upper left comer, while obj will appear in 

the lower right. 
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Figure 3.2: Aggregate Instruction Distributions for Test Suite 

Figure 3.2 presents the first view of the test suite and its performance on the cluster. 

There are four initial observations that can be made from Figure 3.2. 

1. Graph 3.2a, on the left, shows a fairly even distribution across all 21 instruction 

classes, indicating a well-balanced, representative test suite. Instruction frequencies 

are normalized across the nine programs. 
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2. Graph 3.2b, on the right, shows a clear majority of computational operators over com

munication. These computational components of the test programs improve cluster 

performance. Using static instruction frequency, the programs vary from 4 to 13% 

communication instructions, with dynamic instruction frequency showing an average 

of 14% communication. 

3. Looking more closely at the communication operators of Graph 3.2b, the top two are 

reduce and gl'id-send-this is a good sign, as these two operators have the best scal

ability behavior. 

4. While Figure 3.2 is encouraging, it is not actually predictive of program behavior. 

First, there is no information on instruction cost, which together with frequencies 

determines actual execution time. Second, these are aggregate counts-it is possible 

that all computation is contained in one of the nine programs while the other eight 

depend solely on communication. 

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 present the relative (percentage) and absolute (raw counts) distri

butions of C* instruction classes for each of the nine test programs. At the highest level, 

the behavior of the different test programs can be judged by looking at the shape of each 

of the instruction distributions and how balanced the distributions are across instruction 

classes. Test programs with dislIibutions across a large number of the instruction classes 

(e.g. fft, hyp) are generally more complex, exercising a large portion of the instruction 

classes during execution. Other test programs (e.g. hist) spend a relatively large propor

tion of their execution time in a single instruction class. In general, such algorithms 

stress a particular aspect of the cluster architecture. 

The individual instruction histograms of Figures 3.3 and 3.4 provide additional 

insight into the expected computational and communication behavior of the test pro

grams. The test programs were selected in part for their ability to cover a full range of 

algorithm characteristics. 
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Figure 3.4: Absolute Instruction Class Distributions for Test Suite 

The graphs of 3.3 and 3.4 portray this spectrum through the shapes and precise com

positions of their instruction distributions. The following three general categories of 

algorithm can be identified: 

1. computation-centric. (skewed left) The mat test supplies the computational extreme 

of all the test programs-it contains no communication, providing a case with pure 
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sequential program overheads. Other test programs, col, hyp, dens, fft, contain some 

communication, but are still strongly weighted toward computation. 

2. equal-mixture. (uniform) Two of the tests, jac and amp, have well balanced instruc

tion distributions. These two applications are based on 20 grids, so represent an 

important class of algorithm in scientific computation. jac, while quite simple, pro

vides a standard for comparison with other work. amp's increased algorithm com

plexity comes with both increased computation and communication, including scan 

and reduce in addition to grid-send. 

3. communication-centric. (skewed right) 1\vo of the test programs, hist and obj, were 

selected in part for their significant communication requirements. hist in particular, 

uses an almost worst-case general send pattern that places maximum throughput 

demands on the network. obj is a more realistic algorithm that emphasizes the effects 

of interactions between context and communication. 

The graphs of Figures 3.3 and 3.4 provide one additional important insight into the 

behavior of the nine test programs-the role of context in program execution. Context

related instructions are generated by the C* compiler to implement where statements. 

While many architectures de-emphasize the role of context [1,84], it plays a significant 

role in two thirds of the test programs. 

3.3.2 Dynamic Shape Manipulation 

An algorithm's dynamic manipulation of shapes can be a critical component of its 

behavior that is not fully captured by the instruction clas1' distributions presented in Sec

tion 3.3. I-all operations are accounted for, but not the shape in which the instructions 

execute. Each time a C* program changes shape, it potentially changes the vp ratio of the 

computation, and therefore. potentially changes its communication behavior. More 

importantly. mUltiple-shape algorithms must use general sends to move data between the 

different shapes; general sends are the major source of the cluster's throughput require

ments. 
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The nine test programs effectively represent the important aspects ofC'" shape behav

ior, supporting the seven shape transformations shown in Table 3.1. Test programs are 

listed across the top row, and mappings are in the first column. Mappings are supported 

between scalars and 10 and 20 shapes, where "scalar" represents any sequential vari

able and "10" and "20" indicate parallel variables of that shape. 

Test Program I 
Mapping amp col dens ITt hist hyp jac mat obj 

scalar ~ ID • • • 
scalar~ 2D • • 
ID ~ scalar • • • 
ID~ID • • 
2D ~ scalar • • • 
2D~ID • • 
2D~2D • • 

Table 3.1: Shape Transformations for Cluster-C'" Test Suite 

The first two transformations, scalar ~ ID and 2D represent broadcasts from the 

sequential program to all clements of the 10 or 20 shape. The inverse transformations, 

ID and 2D ~ scalar, are glohal reductions. Transfonnations within the same shape rep

resent either general sends (fft), grid-send (amp, dens, and jac), or scan (amp), while 

the transformation 2D ~ ID must he implemented with a general send. 

Some basic algorithms (e.g. col, jac, and mat) can be solved efficiently with a single 

shape. More frequently however, complex problems require multiple shapes to extract 

and process infonnation efficiently, simultaneously compacting data and redistributing 

processing load. The data reducing transformations presented in Chapter 2 are based on 

this approach, and represented hy the hist and obj tests. Voorhees and Tucker identify 

the following transfonnations as important in their parallel computer vision work: 

image-to-image, image-to-sequence, and sequence-to-sequence [85]. These same trans

fonnations between distinct processing phases has guided the design of a variety of hard-
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ware-based image processing and computer vision systems [18, 19]. While 

transformations between shapes are an important component of C'" program behavior, 

their impact on overall performance depends on how they are combined with other com

putational operations. 

3.4 Network Design Considerations 

Whether or not a workstation cluster is appropriate for data parallel program execution is 

primarily dependent on the communication behavior of the programs. It is frequently 

assumed that fine-grained expression of parallelism necessarily implies a higher level of 

physical communication. The previous section examined the test suite and found that on 

average, the tests have restricted llse of communication operators in proportion to com

putational operations. 

There are two key parameters considered in evaluating the performance of a network

ing application or configuration: throughput and latency. Network throughput rates range 

from 10 Mb/sec over Ethernet, to IOO Mb/sec on FDDI and 155 and 622 Mb/sec for the 

ATM technology [109, 110]. Latencies, on the other hand, have been observed to be 

more constant over this spectrum of networking alternatives [111]. Which of these two 

parameters is most significant is application and situation dependent. For example, an 

interactive terminal session sending individual lines to a distant user will be most 

affected by latency, while an application transfening hundreds of megabytes of image 

data will be more concerned with available network bandwidth. The size and interactive 

nature of the transfers determines which network attribute is most important. 

The four C'" communication operators place very different demands on the underly

ing network. Some are sensitive to latency while others are primarily bandwidth limited. 

This is because the semantics of the operators require different amounts of local compu

tation prior to physical communication. For example, a reduction (e.g., global summa

tion) of a float pvar, requires that each node compute the sum of all its locally allocated 

elements, hut broadcast only a single 32-bit result. This operation has limited bandwidth 
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requirements (one word per node). and is relatively insensitive to latency due to the 

many local floating point operations that accompany each one word transmission. 

Table 3.2 shows the payload sizes per node for the four communication operators for 

three 10 and 20 problem sizes. The six shape sizes listed in the top row indicate the total 

number of elements in the problem. distributed evenly across an eight node cluster. The 

four communication operators are listed in the left column, with the payload sizes shown 

in bytes for each of the six shapes. Each time a particular communication instruction is 

used within a Cluster-C* program. the indicated number of bytes of data are sent over 

the network by each node in the cluster. For example. during a reduce each node broad

casts the result of its local reduction to all other nodes-one word (four bytes). regard

less of the total problem size. Operators with small payload sizes are more sensitive to 

latency. while large payload operators stress the bandwidth limits of the network. Opera

tors that have constant payload sizes (e.g. reduce. 10 scan and 10 grid-send) are highly 

scalable. 

Shape (right) 
C* Op (below) lK 256K 1M 32x32 512 x512 lKxlK 

reduce 4 4 4 4 4 4 

grid-send 8 8 8 128 2K 4K 

scan 4 4 4 128 2K 4K 

send 1K 256K 1MB 1K 256K 1MB 

Table 3.2: Cluster·C* Communication Operator Payloads (bytes) for Six Shapes 

The bandwidth requirement of each communication operator also depends on pro

gram size and shape. Each communication operation requires a mixture of local and 

physical communication. The extent of the non-local or physical communication is 

determined by the shape of the computation and the way the shape is mapped onto the 

physical processors. The ratio of local to non-local communication can be further altered 

by the send patterns specified by the application program. The more locality in a send 

operation, the less the need for physical communication bandwidth. For example, local 
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windowing operations have lower physical communication requirements than global 

transfonnations like matrix transpose. 

Problem size can be important in determining the significance of latencies caused by 

software and communication overheads. If the overall problem size and physical com

munication requirements grow at different rates relative to total problem size, then the 

ratio of communication to computation will vary, making the networking component 

more or less significant. Sources of fixed overhead include all of the sequential portions 

of the C+ program, the communication operation invocation and setup, and physical 

communication latency. If the number of virtual processors being emulated is too small, 

then fixed overheads can dominate overall execution time. On the other hand, when 

problem sizes are large, fixed overheads become less significant. If latency is small then 

it will only be significant for small problems. The cluster architecture employs a number 

of optimizations to both reduce sources of latency, as well as techniques for hiding any 

remaining latency. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM ARCmTECTURE 

This chapter presents the architecture of Cluster-C"', a network-based implementation 

of the data parallel language, C*. There are three key considerations that motivate almost 

all major characteristics of the Cluster-C* architecture. First, a primary goal is to estab

lish the performance limits of the cluster under optimal conditions. Second, the network

ing component of the architecture is the single most important factor, and therefore a 

central concern in many aspects of the design. Third, the performance of modern RISC

based workstations is largely d\~pendent on good cache behavior. This influences Cluster

C*'s virtual processor data layout and the implementation of the RTS library functions. 

Cluster-C*'s emphasis on perfOimance significantly influences its design-its basic 

software structure more closely resembles a distributed memory mUltiprocessor kernel 

than a loosely connected group of networked workstations. The architecture relies on a 

dedicated set of processors and a private, high-speed communication network to connect 

them. Once acquired, all resource are dedicated to a single computation for its duration. 

The cluster operating system (OS) is light-weight compared to traditional workstation 

aSs-all code resides within a single address space and executes on the bare machine 

without many standard services such as virtual memory, paging, a thread package, or a 

file system. 

Cluster-C* is significantly different from existing multiprocessors because it operates 

in a communication environment with lower aggregate bandwidth and higher latencies. 

Consequently, the cluster architecture is communication-centric in almost all aspects. 

There are two basic guidelines that influence most aspects of the communication archi

tecture. First, minimize the total number of transmitted messages, even at the expense of 

additional sequential computation. Second, the architecture must simultaneously opti

mize a single communication path for low latency and high bandwidth. Only a highly 
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integrated vertical communication pathway between the network device and the applica

tion program will deliver good performance. To accomplish this, Cluster-C'" incorpo

rates a highly tuned run-time system and communication layer optimized for the 

execution of C"'. 

Section 4.1 presents an overview of the Cluster-C'" hardware and software architec

tures. Section 4.2 discusses the C'" run-time system, focusing on four major aspects: par

allel variable management, virtual processor emulation, run-time library structure, and 

language-based communication optimizations. Sections 4.3 presents the vertically inte

grated framework that integrates the C'" run-time system with the network layer, fol

lowed by the application-specific network protocols themselves. 

4.1 Architectural Overview 

This section presents the Cluster-C* hardware architecture and an overview of the soft

ware architecture. The hardware architecture discusses the cluster organization and com

ponents, including host, network and network interface. The software architectural 

overview presents a top-level software structure, the kernel compilation and build envi

ronment, and the single instruction, multiple data (SPMD) processing model used by 

cluster nodes during execution. 

4.1.1 Hardware Platform 

The Cluster-C* architecture consists of eight Hewlett Packard (HP) 9000/720 worksta

tions (50 MHz PA-RISC) connected by Medusa FDDI controllers [112] to a dedicated 

FDDI token ring. Each machine is equipped with 32 megabytes (MB) of RAM and a 256 

kilobyte (KB) cache, totaling 256 MB of RAM and 2 MB of cache across the cluster. 

Additionally, each machine contains an ethernet controller, allowing it to connect to a 

front-end machine with the x-kernel communication library [113]. Figure 4.1 illustrates 

the high-level network architecture for a four node cluster, showing the cluster worksta

tions and dedicated token ring on the right, connected to the Unix front-end (left) over a 

shared ethernet. 
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Dedicated FDDI Token Ring 

Figure 4.1: Cluster-C* Top-level Network Architecture 

The front-end machine does not participate in actual cluster execution. It merely serves 

as a network boot-server, a source of command lines, and a post-execution logger. 

The Medusa board is an experimental, 100 Mbps FODI adapter, adhering to the 

Afterburner specification [112, 114, 115] developed at HP Labs in Bristol, England. Fig

ure 4.2 illustrates the key hardware and software components of the host-Medusa inter

face. The board connects to the high-speed graphics bus, making it possible to use 

Venom [115], an HP proprietary graphics accelerator to improve network transfer 

speeds. The board has one megabyte of dual ported, on-board RAM that is accessed via 

programmed IJO (PIa). Under CPU control, blocks of host memory are transferred, one 

cache-line at a time from memory to the CPU cache, and then written to the Medusa 

RAM by Venom. Alternatively, the CPU can read Individual words from the Medusa 

board's memory. These two transfer methods are used by C* to send and receive mes

sages, respectively 
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The FDDI Medium Access (MAC) standard specified a maximum frame length 

(MTU) of 4500 bytes [116]. However, the Medusa board is capable of handling frames 

up to 8 KB-this capability is used by the cluster to improve protocol performance. The 

FDDI chip set handles the transfer of packets between Medusa's memory and the net

work [117]. The cluster's hardware's has been measured to have a host-to-host through

put and latency of 98.3Mbps and 47.8 1lS, respectively. 

The FDDI token ring is a single flat ring, connecting only nodes participating in clus

ter computation. FDDI is a medium access protocol based on a rotating token-to trans

mit, a station must acquire the token, releasing it again within a specified length of time. 

Cluster-C* uses FDDI in asynchronous mode with a single priority level for all nodes. 

FDDI supports multicast and point-to-point send, preserving packet order and without 

introducing packet duplication. 
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In the balance, the Cluster-C* architecture is based on primarily stock, conventional 

workstations and network technology. With the exception of the Medusa board and the 

Venom graphics accelerator, the workstations themselves are conventional, with no sup

port for shared memory, fast synchronization, or other hardware accelerations. There is a 

single CPU on each host, with a built-in floating point unit, but no custom vector units as 

seen on the CMoS [118]. Also, in contrast to some multiprocessor networks, the cluster 

receives no computational support from the FOOl network; no in-route message combi

nations, or partial result computation for scan and reduce. Finally, the cluster imposes no 

high-level topology on top of the FOOl token ring. 

4.1.2 Software Architecture 

The Cluster-C* software architecture supports the minimal functionality required to exe

cute a C* program on the dedicated cluster platfonn. A Cluster-C'tc program consists of 

three principle layers: a sequential C application program, a library of parallel run-time 

functions called by the sequential program, and a networking library tailored for execu

tion with the run-time functions. Figure 4.3 depicts this high-level software structure of a 

Cluster-C* program. At the top is a sequential C program that calls the run-time func

tions that implement the computational and communication operations of the C* lan

guage; symbolic handles identify parallel variables at the top level. The C* run-time 

communication functions themselves rely on the third layer, the specialized network 

communication layer that transmits portions of parallel variables or partial results 

between cluster nodes. Section 4.2 presents the C* run-time system, including virtual 

processor and language implementations. A significant aspect of the cluster's design is a 

tight coupling between the three layers-this vertical integration is discussed as part of 

the Network layer in Section 4.3. 
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Most prior work in the area of data parallel languages on multiprocessors has been in 

the compiler area [72, 119]. Cluster-C* sacrifices some of the performance available 

from compilers in order to focus on the communication primitives, using libraries that 

provide a parallel assembly language for a higher-level C* translator. In fact, Cluster-C* 

uses TMC's CM-2 C* translator to translate C* into C code with calls to the cluster's 

parallel computation and communication libraries that are compatible with the early CI 

Paris [120] library functions (Paris stands for Parallel Instruction Set). While the ClParis 

language is too low-level for convenient programming it is an expressive intermediate 
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language for a parallel compiler. What is more, the most interesting communication 

operators, scan and general send, are actually implemented as library functions within 

the C* language. Consequently, there is no loss of generality from working at the library 

level. In fact, there are advantages to be gained from this 2-stage compilation approach. 

By translating C* into sequential C with library calls, portability and performance are 

enhanced, because the resulting code can be compiled with native sequential C compil

ers optimized for the target hardware platform. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates the full Cluster-C* compilation and build environment. There 

are two major components to the build process-an on-line process and off-line process. 

The off-line processes includes automatic and manual generation of computational and 

communication library functions, and manual development of custom networking proto

cols, the run-time system, and low-level as kernel support functions. All of these sup

port functions must exist as libraries or object modules prior to building a kernel. 
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Figure 4.4: Cluster-C* Kernel Compilation and Build Environment 
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The on-line process of compiling a C* program and producing a bootable kernel has 

three stages. First, the C* program is translated by the C* translator to C with ClParis 

calls. This sequential C program is compiled with a standard sequential C compiler for 

the HP720 architecture. The resulting object files are linked with the libraries to produce 

a bootable kernel. This kernel is stored on the front-end machine from which each cluster 

node boots over Ethernet.The kernel that runs on each node of the cluster hardware plat

form is based on the Mach micro-kernel operating system, providing only the support 

required to run the three key pieces of the system: the application program, the C* run

time system (RTS), and the network layer. Although the kernel is currently based on 

Mach, only the most hasic as services are required, making it fairly straight-forward to 

port the environment to another as kernel. The Lipto as [121], for example is based on 

a minimal 'Nugget' that provides only the most basic functionality. The size of the oper

ating system would be smaller, less intrusive and therefore less expensive than standard 

multi-user workstation ass. At cluster boot time, the P participating nodes form a cluster 

and assign themselves unique node numbers from 0 to P-l. For the duration of the com

putation, the cluster hardware is under complete control of either the C* RTS or the net

work protocols. In essence, once the program is up and running, only the memory 

management and interrupt handler facilities of the as are used. By working in a custom 

built kernel, all user-kernel boundary crossings are eliminated. Some of the more recent 

work with application device channels (ADCs) has the potential to provide the same 

integrated pathways without the need to execute inside the kernel [121]. 

All nodes in the cluster operate in a weakly synchronized SPMD mode, executing a 

copy of the same program, maintaining duplicate copies of all scalar variables and equal 

portions of all parallel variables in a manner similar to Dataparallel C [68, 78, 122] or 

High Performance Fortran [72]. This approach differs from shared-memory implementa

tions of Dataparallel C that maintain a single copy of scalars and parallel variables, using 

barrier and mutual exclusion primitives to contl'Ol processor access [68]. The only form 

of synchronization used between nodes is the implicit synchronization resulting when 

one node blocks waiting for a data message from another-no global barriers are used. 
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Other distributed memory architectures-including both the CM-2 and CM-5-are fre

quently based on a single front-end control processor connected by a communication 

tree to an array of processing elements. These systems execute all sequential code on the 

front-end, broadcasting an instruction stream (on the CM-2) or a stream of instruction 

block identifiers (on the CM-5) to the processing array. Other network-based implemen

tations [78] take a mixed approach, operating in SPMD mode, but using one of the P net

work workstations to perform the last sequential fan-in stage of global reductions and 

scans; after the partial results are combined, the final value it is broadcast to the other 

cluster nodes in afan-ouf stage. 

In Cluster-C''', all processors in the cluster act as both the front-end and a processing 

array member. While this introduces a small amount of redundant sequential front-end 

computation, the cost is less than the alternative communication costs. CIuster-C''' avoids 

the unnecessary transmission of partial results to a single processor for sequential combi

nation. Moreover, a complete round of communication is eliminated by having each pro

cess compute its own final values. In a cluster environment, any non-uniform 

identification of such a front-end processor introduces load imbalances and added com

munication overheads. 

4.2 C* Run-time System 

The network architecture of Cluster-C'" makes it particularly sensitive to communica

tion. Some algorithms are palticularly sensitive to latency, while other require the maxi

mum throughput possible. The Cluster-C'" run-time system addresses both of these 

requirements with a single general approach: simplicity. A major advantage of a lan

guage-based solution to distrihuted shared memory (DSM) are the constraints imposed 

by the language. Rather than providing a general-purpose thread package with synchro

nization primitives and message passing lihraries, the CIuster-C''' run-time library pro

vides the functionality required hy the C'" compiler-and nothing more. Users of a 

general purpose distributed programming environment expect efficient performance 

under a wide spectrum of unpredictable conditions. Because there is only one user of the 
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Cluster-C* run-time system-the C'" compiler-everything can be optimized for this 

one interaction, from individual functions to complete infrastructures. 

This section describes the four key aspects of the Cluster-C* RTS. First, Section 4.2.1 

presents parallel variable management and a mapping to physical processors that opti

mizes cache and communication behavior. Section 4.2.2 presents the virtual processor 

abstraction and how it can be effectively implemented with the most basic process 

model. Section 4.2.3 discusses the run-time library functions and how they are structured 

and invoked to further optimize cache behavior. Section 4.2.4, the last of the run-time 

sections, presents two additional language-based optimizations: message pipelining and 

short-circuit global reductions. Both are designed to improve performance on high

latency platforms. 

4.2.1 Parallel Variable Management 

The C'" virtual processor abstI'Uction has two interesting design aspects. The first is how 

virtual processors and their data are mapped to physical memory, and consequently, how 

they are accessed during program execution and communication. The second is the 

assignment of system processes or threads to virtual processors-an assignment that is 

critical to the resulting implementation efficiency. The initial design considerations pre

sented at the start of this section motivate both design aspects: parallel variable layout 

optimizes cache performance and minimizes the number of physical communication 

operations, while the virtual processor implementation has good cache behavior and 

reduces latency. 

The C* language model views parallel variables as contiguous, homogeneous vectors 

of primitive or compound data structures. Cluster-C'" distributes all parallel variables 

and computations on those variables evenly across the P processors in the cluster. Based 

on the size and dimensions of a shape and the number of physical processors in the clus

ter, there is a simple, static mapping from each shape element to the corresponding loca

tion in physical processor memory space. This mapping, and the overall memory layout 

of parallel variables, is depicted in Figure 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Cluster-C* Virtual Processor Memory Layout and Node Mapping 

The figure depicts two distinct layers: virtual and physical processors. The top of the 

figure depicts virtual processors and associated parallel variables. The N virtual proces

sors associated with a shape are an'anged contiguously from left to right, using row

major order for higher dimensions. For each user-declared shape, there are a small num

ber of system variables (e.g. context flag), and an arbitrary number of application vari

ables (e.g. xo, xl'.")' A virtual processor is associated with each element of the shape and 

therefore each element of every parallel variable allocated within that shape. All data 

allocated to a single virtual processor can be observed by taking a vertical slice through 

all of the shape's allocated parallel variables-a single vp's data is depicted by the rect

angle labeled vPi in Figure 4.5. The bottom of Figure 4.5 depicts the physical processors 
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of the cluster. The memory allocated to the parallel variables above is distributed evenly 

across cluster nodes, as indicated by the vertical dashed lines in the figure. 

The mapping of data elements to physical processors is designed to preserve data 

locality so that adjacent elements of a shape are physically adjacent, enhancing the per

formance of the RISC processor's data cache. All C* RTS functions reference data in the 

same contiguous manner, taking advantage of this locality. Additionally, most neighbor

hood communication operations are implemented with efficient, highly local data move 

operations. Furthermore, the row-major ordering eliminates the need for physical com

munication in more than one dimension for grid-send and scan communication opera

tors. 

The number of virtual processors allocated to each physical processor is equal and 

fixed for the life of each declared shape, but can vary for each different shape. This dif

fers from Dataparullel C [78], in which heterogeneous workstations and user loads 

necessitate uneven virtual processor allocation and subsequent dynamic load balancing. 

Cluster-C*'s unifOim allocation method has significant performance advantages-the 

static mapping assures that global addressing can be performed independently by each 

physical processor. Nedeljkovic actually found that under light load conditions the 

dynamic load balancing software actually introduces sufficient overhead to slow down 

the computation. Cluster-C*'s dedicated nature eliminates major imbalances that neces

sitate load balancing. Significant load imbalances resulting from uneven vp activity are 

handled explicitly by transfOlmations to more compact shapes as described in Chapter 2. 

4.2.2 Virtual Processor Emulation 

The many virtual processors can be implemented by one or more threads per worksta

tion. While there may be a natural mapping from virtual processors to threads that results 

in a flexible implementation, others [123] have reported that even the most minimal 

thread creation can cost between 10 and 30 instructions per virtual processor. When 

these threads are executed-even in run-fo-completion mode, they have function invoca

tion and parameter passing overheads for every virtual processor. All such costs are 
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avoided in Cluster-C'lc because a single thread is invoked once per node, processing all 

virtual processors allocated on that node. Because the many virtual processors that run 

on each physical processor are implemented by a single thread with a single stack, the 

only context switches involved are between the main thread running the application and 

C'" RTS code, and the interrupt handler that delivers incoming messages to the RTS. 

The following representative example run-time function, u_add_2, provides insight 

into Cluster-C""s superior performance. This very simple function implements the addi

tion of two unsigned integer parallel variables, using a single thread and a function with 

good instruction and data cache behavior. This function is called on each cluster node 

with the same two Pvarlds, xl and x2. The number of the locally allocated elements of 

f-;ach parallel variable is indicated by the global variable segmenclength. The function 

field-pointer converts the symbolic Pvarlds, xl and x2, into type-specific data pointers, 

pl and p2. Pointers to the start and end (q) and ep, respectively) of the system's context 

flag control the virtual processor loop's termination. The while loop proceeds over the 

three vectors, performing the addition at each active location as indicated by the context 

value of *cp. 

void u_add_2(Pvarld xl, Pvarld x2) 
{ 

} 

register unsigned int *pl, *p2; 
register unsigned char *cp, *ep; 

cp = field-pointer(context); 
ep = cp + segment_length; 

pi = field-pointer(xl); 
p2 = field-po inter(x2) ; 

/* virtual processor loop */ 

/* set data ptrs */ 

while (cp != ep) { 
if (*cp++) 

*pl += *p2; 
pl++; p2++; 

/* test for active context */ 
/* perform addition */ 
/* advance pointers */ 

} 
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The memory layout and minimal functionality virtual processor loop both assure maxi

mum performance from each node's data and instruction cache. 

4.2.3 Run-time Library Functions 

One of the key design considerations for the Cluster-C* architecture is workstation cache 

behavior. The cluster's run-time library functions optimize cache behavior using three 

modifications to the original C/Paris library specification. All three modifications are 

compatible with the C* compiler. 

The Version 6.0 C/Paris Lihrary [120] targeted by the C* compiler contained approx

imately hundreds of different functions. This large number of functions was originally 

designed for manual programming, so includes many variations of each basic operations 

(e.g. 2 and 3 operand variants). Examination of the TMC's C* compiler confirmed that it 

uses only a small percentage of the available instructions, expressing all required func

tionality with a suhset of the availahle operators. The first modification Cluster-C* made 

to the C/Paris library was to eliminate the unused instruction forms. The significance of 

this observation is that this parallel compiler has the same RISC-like behavior as many 

sequential compilers-the set of parallel functions required as a backend to the compiler 

is really quite limited. 

The second C/Paris modification made by Cluster-C* is hased on the observation that 

the original C/Paris language was designed for the CM-l-a bit serial machine support

ing arbitrary length parallel valiahles. Like C* itself, Cluster-C* implements a set of 

type-specific run-time functions based on standard C types. This simplifies each func

tion, reduces its size, and improves its register usage and cache behavior. 

The third ClParis function optimization introduces further specialization into the run

time libraries. Many of the communication operators accept a large number of run-time 

parameters to control the function's behavior. For example, the scan function takes eight 

parameters, three of which are flags that control conditionals within the function. For key 

functions, separate instances of the function are generated for each possible combination 
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of constant valued input parameters, including shape dimension, variable type, size, and 

operator flags. At run-time the parameters passed to the function are used to index 

through a table of specialized function pointers. By removing all of the conditional 

cXlJressions inside the RTS function that are required to implement the most general 

form of the functions, the specialized functions achieve significantly better cache behav

ior and instruction pipelining because conditional-caused stalls are avoided. The result

ing functions are also smaller and therefore easier to understand and maintain. 

4.2.4 Language-based Communication Optimizations 

The C'" communication operators are structured to support the overlap of communica

tion and computation through message pipelining [72, 124, 125]. Cluster-C* supports 

two fomls of message pipelining: intra- and inter-instruction pipelining. Intra-instruction 

pipelining transmits multiple smaller fragments during the execution of a single C* 

instruction. This type of pipelining is discussed in the next section on the network archi

tecture. The second form of message pipelining is inter-instruction pipelining, based on 

pipelining between adjacent C* instructions. This level of inter-instruction overlap is 

capable of reducing the impact of significant network latencies, as might be observed on 

larger cluster configurations. but has minimal benefit for small clusters that already use 

intra-instruction pipelining. The experimental results presented in Chapter 5 do not use 

inter-instruction pipelining. 

The goal of inter-instruction pipelining is to overlap entire C* communication opera

tions with subsequent computation operations. Each communication operator is decom

posed into two distinct phases: a sending phase, during which local results are computed 

and sent to the other cluster nodes. and a receiving phase. during which the local proces

sor receives intermediate results or messages from the other cluster nodes. Because C* 

control flow is identical to that of sequential C, it follows that all references and updates 

to parallel variables are performed in a well behaved manner. Therefore, it is possible to 

perform data-flow analysis on the parallel variables and determine when the variables 

are defined, and where subsequent use occurs. The extent to which these two points are 
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separated within a program defines the maximum possible separation of send and receive 

phases. and therefore the maximum possible overlap of communication and computa

tion. 

The second communication optimization supported by Cluster-C'tc involves the global 

reduction operators that compute single scalar values from all the elements of a parallel 

variable. One of the most common uses of such global values is to alter the control flow 

within the sequential application program. A common idiom is the following: 

while (I=(source-pvar)) { 
... body ... 

} 

The I = operator is a global/ogior reduce that returns true if at least one element of 

source-pvar is non-zero. This boolean value controls the while loop. the body of which 

performs further parallel operations that alter the source-pvar. 

Some inter-processor communication can be eliminated whenever the final value of a 

global reduction operator can be determined solely from local infonnation. When a non

zero value is encountered, a positive partial result is immediately broadcast to the other 

processors, and the local node proceeds with the next loop iteration. When all local val

ues are zero, it is necessary for the local processor to wait for partial results from the 

other processors. By taking this short-circuit approach to global reduction, the system 

optimizes safely and correctly for a very important and common operation. The same 

techniques can be applied to most of the segmented scan operators. The experimental 

results presented in Chapter 5 do not incorporate this technique. 

4.3 Networking Architecture 

The Cluster-C'fc architecture is strongly influenced by a small number of guidelines that 

were enumerated in the introduction to Chapter 4. These same guidelines are particularly 

importam to the design of the networking component of Cluster-C'fc. As a reminder, first, 

the absolute number of messages is minimized, and second, because of the network, both 

bandwidth and latency are particularly important to good program perfonnance. As illus-
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trated in Chapters 2 and 3, there are important classes of programs that care only about 

latency, or only about bandwidth, or both. Performance of the network layer will signifi

cantly impact overall cluster performance. 

Cluster-C* uses a highly optimized (specialized) suite of protocols to transmit mes

sages between physical processors. All C* communication operators are based on asyn

chronous broadcast and point-to-point send functions. More important than the actual 

protocols is the manner in which the protocols are integrated with the C* application 

program and run-time functions. The single most important aspect of the Cluster-C* 

communication functionality is the high level of vertical integration, because it simulta

neously addresses all three performance guidelines-number of messages, bandwidth, 

and latency. Section 4.3.1 describes this vertical integration, how it is implemented in 

Cluster-C*, and how it improves performance. Further network-based optimizations that 

improve throughput and latency are presented in Section 4.3.2. Section 4.3.3 presents the 

network protocol interfaces for send and receive, followed by a discussion of two alter

native implementations, traditional and careful, in Section 4.3.4. 

4.3.1 Vertically Integrated Communication 

There are two primary reasons why it is critical that Cluster-C* incorporate a finely 

tuned, highly integrated networking capability. First is the high throughput requirements 

of C*'s general send communication operator-it has the most serious demand for 

throughput. As seen in Chapters 2 and 3, it is an important component of several test pro

grams. To maximize throughput of the general send, Cluster-C* introduces the concept 

of intra-instruction message pipelining, in which messages are sent incrementally in 

sizes optimized for network transmission. 

The second requirement of Cluster-C* is that the nodes be able to execute in a weakly 

synchronized manner. Weak synchronization allows nodes to get ahead or behind each 

other during execution. This situation is depicted in Figure 4.6, that shows a node that 

has fallen behind other cluster nodes. having received multiple future messages. This has 

one very important consequence-it is possible for messages associated with multiple 
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C* communication operators to be outstanding on the network at the same time. Mes

sages from different nodes can overlap each other, arriving out of the order in which they 

were sent. Cluster-C*'s weakly synchronized execution model results in message behav

ior more like that of a traditional network, rather than that of a multiprocessor. Some 

multiprocessor systems [84] synchronize on every C* communication operator and to 

reserve buffers prior to sending actual data. The requirement to manage multiple out

standing messages that arrive out of order from different cluster nodes and that execute 

at different points in the program calls for a well organized message indexing method. 

pa.~t execution possible future execution 

sequence # 

messages 
1111",1", " " " " " " " " !II " " " " "II!! 

network 
Q 

C* application 

Communication 
Tmce 

Interrupt 
Handler 

Figure 4.6: Cluster-C* Run-time and Network Protocol Interface 

The key to good network performance is a well integrated communication pathway 

from the highest level in the application program to the hardware components that trans

mit frames over the network [121, 126, 127]. The more streamlined this channel, the 

faster messages are sent, and ultimately, the faster the application runs. Unnecessary 

message copying must be avoided. Distributed applications executing as user applica

tions on workstations clusters with conventional operating systems are unlikely to have a 

well integrated communication pathway. More general-purpose communication libraries 

like PVM [29] have been used for distributed computation, but do so at the expense of 
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performance. An explanation for this reduction in performance is message fragmentation 

and reassembly [128]. Application and run-time functions must transmit data in units 

that are optimal for network transfers-as large as possible as specified by the network 

MTU. Intra-operator message pipelining and message vectorization are used within the 

C* communication operators to assure data is sent in at maximum speed with minimal 

latency. 

There are two different but equally important characteristics of this pathway: through

put and latency. Throughput is largely determined by per-byte operations, while latency 

is primarily determined by per·packet overhead costs. For example, copying each mes

sage body as it passes through the run-time and network layers reduces system through

put. In contrast, operations such as message header creation or sequence number 

recording, take a short period of time, happen once for each 8K message, and are there

fore most significant to latency-sensitive applications. 

When physical communication is required, the architecture uses message vectoriza

tion [72] to aggregate multiple virtual processor messages destined for the same physical 

processor into a smaller number of physical network messages. However, instead of cre

ating one large message that would have to be split into fragments by the underlying net

work interface, it is more efficient to restrict a vector of pvar values to the size of a 

network packet. This is application level framing, where 'fragmentation' essentially 

comes for free. Other implementations of C* [78] do not perform this type of intra

instruction pipelining, but instead, accumulate all element-wise messages destined for 

the same physical host, waiting until all such values have been collected before transmis

sion is started. These large messages are passed to the network layer as one contiguous 

array of data. The network protocols are limited in the maximum possible message size 

by the networks MTU. Any messages larger than the MTU are fragmented, sent, and 

then reassembled into one large message on the receiver's side. In contrast, Cluster-C* 

sends out multiple smaller fragments that as they are produces, allowing subsequent pro

duction to be pipe lined with Medusa board network transmission. 
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To support the weakly synchronous execution model of Cluster-C'Ic, the network layer 

provides an asynchronous service that delivers individual message fragments reliably. It 

is asynchronous because of the non-blocking send operations. While it delivers frag

ments reliably (every fragment destined to a particular node is delivered exactly once), it 

does not give any guarantees as to order. The 'no guarantee on order' aspect of the net

work interface meshes nicely with the requirements of the C'" run-time system. For 

example, grid-send and general send operations essentially resemble a distributed 

assignment of a value to an element of a pvar. As all elements of a pvar have distinct 

memory-locations, the order in which these assignments are executed is totally irrele

vant. Similarly, global reductions and scan operations that are based on commutative 

operators can combine partial results in any order without affecting the final result. Small 

differences can be observed on some floating point operations. 

4.3.2 Network Optimizations 

The network layer contains two additional optimizations that improve Cluster-C'" 

throughput and latency. The first has to do with the manner in which the interrupt handler 

interacts with the RTS. The second involves the implementation of the communication 

channels between cluster nodes. 

The first optimization is similar to active messages [129], in that as much work as 

possible is done at interrupt time, thereby minimizing context switch overhead. Interac

tions between the interrupt handler and the main C'" RTS are all fully non-locking, 

thereby reducing latency. All retransmission activities performed by either the RTS or 

the interrupt handler are performed using only counters-without the aid of timers or 

event mechanisms. 

Second, network connections to the individual nodes are not treated independently. 

Assume there are P nodes in a cluster. Instead of P-l independent connections from each 

node, there is only one channel over which the RTS can communicate with any of the 

participating nodes. This reduces the total amount of state needed for the network con

nections considerably. The time spent maintaining this state decreases. This is in contrast 
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to [78] which maintains a fully connected graph of TCPIIP sockets for all workstations in 

the cluster. 

4.3.3 Network Protocol Interfaces 

Each of the P nodes in a C'" cluster runs a copy of the same kernel. The individual nodes 

communicate via the network layer in terms of events and messages. Events are totally 

ordered and subsume the sequence numbers found in ordinary reliable stream protocols. 

A node mayor may not send a message for any given event and it can either send it to an 

individual destination or broadcast it to all other cluster nodes. Every node receives at 

least one message per event. If an event is a group (all-to-all) event, then all nodes 

receive P-l messages, that is, one message from every other node. While the interface 

logically exchanges messages, the actual communication occurs in terms of/ragments. A 

fragment has a fixed maximum size that depends on the network adapter. 

Every inter-node communication event has a unique event number and every event

number corresponds to exactly onc invocation of one of the four communication primi-

. tives, (but the converse is not necessarily true-some communication is entirely local, in 

which case no event number is associated with that execution of the primitive). An event, 

consequently, is the inter-node communication caused by the execution of a C* commu

nication primitive. 

The send operation has the following interface: 

send(dst, event, frag, fraglen, flags); 
Node_Id dst; 
Event_Id event; 
Pointer frag; 
int fraglen; 
FlagSet flags; 

The first parameter, dSf, is the id of the destination node or the broadcast address if the 

fragment should be sent to all other nodes. The event parameter specifies the event to 

which the fragment belongs, andfrag, together with/raglen, specifies the block of mem

ory that constitutes the fragment. Finally, flags is a set consisting of the members 
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LasCFrag, BCAST _Event, and Large_Event. The first indicates that frag is the last 

fragment from this node for the given event. Implicitly, it defines the length of the mes

sage that is formed by the sum of all fragments. Multi-fragment messages are generated 

primarily by the general send operator. BCAST_Event indicates that node dst will 

receive fragments not only from this node, but also from all other nodes (except dst). The 

final flag, Large_Event is set when the fragment is part of a multi-fragment event. 

The receiver side of the interface is complementary: 

(rsrc, status, frag, fraglen) = receive(src, event); 
Node_Id src, rsrc; 
Event_Id event i 
StatSet status; 
Pointer fragi 
int fragleni 

The input parameters are the node and the id of the event from which a fragment should 

be received. However, unlike most other network layers, it is possible to specify the 

broadcast address as source the node. In this case, a fragment from any node will be 

returned. Return value rsrc indicates which node the fragment actually came from. 

Return value status can take on any of the values MORE, NODE_DONE, or 

EVENT_DONE. It reports whether there are (or will be) more fragments from node rsrc 

(MORE), whether all fragments from that node have been received (NODE_DONE), or 

whether there will not be any marc fragments for this event, no matter what the source 

(EVENT_DONE). The fragment itself is returned via pointer frog and is of lengthfra

glen. 

4.3.4 Protocol Implementations 

Cluster-C· operates with one of two different implementations of the network protocols: 

traditional and careful. The traditional protocols are based on conventional network 

techniques that make no reliability assumptions about the FOOl token ring. The careful 

implementation of the protocols was motivated by reliability testing performed on the 

cluster's FOOl ring, in which 1.57 billion, 8K frames were transmitted at the full FOOl 
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speed of 100 Mbps without a single lost frame [130]. A careful protocol supplies a reli

able service provided all services it requires are themselves reliable. 

The traditional protocol implementations are designed to operate in a potentially 

error-prone environrr.ent, such as wide area networks. Wide-area communication is sub

ject to loss, duplication, out of order delivery, and unpredictable delays. Some of the fun

damental resource allocation algorithms used in networking are based on concept of 

dropping data to signal the sender to slow down. Traditional protocols buffer transmitted 

data until each packet has been acknowledged by the receiver. Cluster-CIf<'s traditional 

protocols are most appropriute for wide-area cluster execution, and will therefore playa 

role in the future research discussed in Chapter 8. 

Cluster-CIf< currently incorpo1'Utes careful versions of all protocols. Careful protocols 

assume a reliable network that neither drops, duplicates, nor reorders packets. It is care

ful in the sense that it preserves the reliability of the protocols and hardware below it. 

Careful protocols have significant performance advantages for both throughput and 

latency. The primary benefit is the elimination of the retransmission functionality and 

associated message buffering and acknowledgment functionality. High bandwidth net

works can require significant memory to buffer unacknowledged packets. Additionally, 

protocols are simplified because they no longer test for or correct out-of-order or dupli

cate packets. There arc no timers and, more importantly, no time-outs to be tuned for dif

ferent configurations. Careful protocols are similar to multiprocessor communication 

protocols; they are smaller, less complex than traditional network protocols. 
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This chapter presents the pel'fonnance characteristics of the Cluster-C* architecture 

running the suite of nine test programs presented in Chapter 2. This is accomplished in 

three stages. An initial set of experiments compares an 8-node cluster to a 32-node, 128-

vector unit TMC Connection Machine CM-5-a commercially available multiprocessor 

specifically designed to execute data parallel C+ programs. The cluster and the CM-5 are 

examined from two perspectives: as competing stand-alone hardware/software plat

fonns, and at the per-node level-comparing single computational components from the 

cluster (one 50 MHz PA-RISe processor) and the CM-5 (one 64-bit, 32 MHz custom 

vector unit). This comparison is presented in Section 5.2. 

Section 5.3 also studies the cluster in isolation with increasing detail to explain the 

more subtle aspects of its performance. This section addresses a key question: how scal

able is the cluster architecture across a range of configurations. For each of the nine test 

programs, a range of prohlem sizes is run on cluster sizes of between one and eight 

nodes. Next, a series of lower-level measurements, detail the ratio of computation to 

communication. These measurements suhstantiate and further explain the scaled 

speedup test results. The results are consistent with the predictions of Chapter 3. 

The last section of this chapter presents a series of micro-benchmarks run on the clus

ter. These benchmarks serve two purposes. First, they further validate and help explain 

the results of the previous two sections. Second, they serve as the foundation for the 

Cluster-C* simulator developed in Chapter 6-the micro-benchmarks provide the base 

execution rates for all simulated cluster activities. 

Before presenting results of the experiments, the chapter first outlines the experimen

tal platforms and software tools used during testing. 
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5.1 Experimental Method 

All tests presented in this chapter were performed on one of two fixed hardware plat

forms: a Cluster-C* platform and a 32-node TMC CM-5. The cluster, located at the 

Department of Computer Science, University of Arizona, consists of 8 HP720s COIl

nected by a dedicated FDDI network and a standard Ethernet 

The CM-5 used for all experiments is located at the Minnesota Super Computing 

Center. The CM-5 architecture [84] consists of a front-end SPARC2 that runs all sequen

tial portions of a C* program and that controls a back-end processing array consisting of 

32 SPARC2 processors, each equipped with four vector units (VUs), for a total of 128 

VUs. The array of SPARC2/4-VU groups are connected by two high-speed communica

tion networks-a fat-tree data network for point-to-point and grid-based communication, 

and a control network used to synchronize computation and support global reductions, 

broadcasts, and scans. 

In all tests that follow, each of the nine test programs described in Chapter 2 was orig

inally developed for the CM-2; the code was moved from the CM-2 to the cluster and 

CM-5 with no subsequent optimizations performed for either new platform. The respect

able performance subsequently observed on both architectures helps to confirm the 

largely architecture independent nature of the data parallel language C*. All floating 

point computations were performed in 32 bits on both platforms. The cluster programs 

were compiled with gcc2 using the optimizer; the CM-5 code was compiled with TMC's 

7.1 C* compilerl. On the cluster, all execution times were measured with the PA-RISC 

20 nanosecond cycle counter. On the CM-5, all execution times were measured with the 

CM_timer functions. 

Most of the tests that compare platform or node performance over a range of problem 

sizes are based on average measurements of total elapsed execution time, TEiapsed' for 

equivalent problem sizes on both platforms. From the total elapsed time measurements, a 

1. Thinking Machines Corporation Notice: These results lire based upon a beta version of tile software 
and. consequently. is [sic] not necessarily representative of the performance of tile full version oftllis soft
ware. 
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second measure, Execution Speed, can be derived using the relationship Execution Speed 

= N / TElapsed. where N is total number of elements in the primary input shape. Execu

tion speed is used in this chapter and the next as the primary performance metric. Execu

tion speed is measured in the number of elements-per-second that a processor or 

platform can process while executing a data parallel program. Execution speed takes into 

account CPU performance, communication speed, and software overheads, and when 

plotted as a function of problem size, provides better insight into performance over a 

wider range of problem sizes than the more common plots of linear elapsed time [131]. It 

should be possible to clearly distinguish at what points performance is rising, leveling 

off, and decreasing. This is much easier in linear execution speed graphs than linear exe

cution time graphs. 

5.2 Cluster·C* to CM·5 Comparisons 

Figure 5.1 presents a summary graph comparing the nine benchmarks on Cluster-C* and 

the CM-5 for three problem sizes. Figure 5.2 follows with the full data summarized by 

the ratios of Figure 5.1, presenting execution speeds for each of the nine problems over a 

full range of problem sizes. Figure 5.3 illustrates the execution speed of the two plat

forms at a per-processor or per-node level for the nine application programs over a range 

of problem sizes. 

5.2.1 Platform-to-Platform Comparisons 

Figure 5.1 plots the ratio of execution speed on the cluster to execution speed on the CM-

5, for three different input sizes per program. Because execution speed is just NffElapsed' 

and both platforms are executing the same N, Figure 5.1 is equivalent to the ratio of the 

elapsed time on the CM-5 to the elapsed time on the cluster. For the purposes of this 

comparison, a lK element problem size was selected to represent small, resulting in a vp 

ratio of 8 for the 128 VU CM-5 and 128 for the cluster; large was the largest configura

tion capable of running on the 8-node cluster (depending on the problem, from 32K to 

1M elements), and medium was the problem size mid-way between these two for each 
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application. The data is plotted on a 10glO scale, with values greater than one indicating 

the cluster is faster, and values less than one indicating better CM-5 performance. 
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Figure 5.1: Platform Execution Speed Ratios for Cluster-COlc to CM·5 

In six out of 27 cases (22%), the 8-node cluster is faster than the 128 VU CM-5 in 

absolute performance. The average ratio of all test programs across the three problem 

sizes is 0.63, indicating that the 128 VU CM-5 is less than twice as fast as an 8-node 

cluster on average. In only one of the 27 tests did the CM-5 exceed ten times the speed of 

the cluster (ITt at 11.76). This is consistent with the peak hardware performance rates of 

both platforms that suggest a 32-node CM-5 would execute at between 10.2 and 12.8 

times faster, depending on concurrency obtained from the Sparc chips and vector units. 
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Figure 5.2: Cluster-C* and CMoS Platform Execution Speeds for Test Suite 

Overall, the cluster performs best in comparison to the CM-5 for small problems, 

problems that contain a prop0l1ionally higher percentage of communication, and prob

lems that operate under sparse context conditions. amp, dens, and jac all use grid-ori

ented communication (either 1 or 2D) in the form of grid-sends and scans, and are faster 

on the cluster for small sizes. As the problem size grows, however, the ratio of computa

tion to communication increases and the CM-5's vector units are used more effectively, 
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with the CM-S becoming 1.6 to S.O times faster. For those applications that consist pri

marily of computation, the CM-5's 128 vector units were faster than the eight HP720s. 

Applications that are dominated by communication or that operate with sparsely acti

vated context perform nearly as well on the cluster throughout the range of problem 

sizes. For hist, which performs one general send with additive combination of all collid

ing messages, the CM-S is only 1.25 times faster than the cluster for all problem sizes. 

obj, which extracts sparse information for transmission and performs a series of sends 

from a sparsely activated 20 shape to a more compact 10 shape followed by a series of 

global reductions, is faster on the cluster in all cases. 

Figure S.2 plots the absolute execution speeds of the nine test programs obtained by 

measuring full configuration on both platforms, measured in elements-per-second, as a 

function of input problem size. Figure 5.2 reconfirms the superior performance of the 

cluster for jac, dens, and amp on small to medium problem sizes, as well as obj for all 

sizes. The cluster gets relatively good performance on hist over a range of problem sizes. 

The CM-5 delivers superior performance on col, fft, mat, and hyp-the floating point

intensive problems with little context activity. 

A closer look shows that the cluster reaches its peak performance at a much smaller 

problem size than the CM-5, indicating a lower amount of absolute overhead in control 

and communication. The peak rates exhibited by both platforms reflect the optimal pro

cessing speeds when fixed overheads are amortized over larger problems. How quickly a 

platform reaches its peak rate depends on sequential program overhead, per-parallel 

operation overheads, and communication costs. The rate at which the platform 

progresses from its minimum speed on small problems to its maximum speed is deter

mined by the cost of fixed overheads. The cluster also has less absolute variation than the 

CM-5, indicating a smaller absolute overhead. Finally, the sparse sends of obj show no 

signs of saturating the FODI ring during the general sends. 
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5.2.2 Node-to-Node Comparisons 

This section compares the two platfonns from a node-to-node perspective to compensate 

for the factor of 16 size difference in the two physical platfonns. Figure 5.3 illustrates the 

execution speed of the two platforms at a per-processor or per-node level for the nine 

application programs over a range of problem sizes. This case compares execution 

speeds from equal numbers of virtual processors allocated either to one of the HP720s or 

to one of the CM-5 vector units. While actual hardware platfOlms and tests remain fixed, 

the results are plotted to facilitate comparison of a single 50MHz HP720 PA-RISC pro

cessor with a single custom designed 32MHz, 128 register vector unit. The resulting exe

cution speeds factor 1/8 th and 11128 th of fixed platform overheads, respectively, into 

the final execution speed. 

Figure 5.3 clearly supports the conclusion that, on a per-node basis, Cluster-C'" is 

capable of delivering superior performance for all test programs, across all problem 

sizes, regardless of what amount and mixture of communication is used. Moreover, the 

rate of growth of the CM-5's execution speed is much slower than that of the cluster, 

indicating higher fixed overheads and poorer individual vector unit performance. For this 

problem set, a standard RISC processor with a good floating point unit performs better 

than a custom designed multi-vp vector unit. This point becomes more important in light 

of the time required to design and fabricate custom components. 

Figure 5.3 supports three additional observations. First, the steep initial curves of the 

cluster indicate a well-behaved communication system where the overheads grow more 

slowly than the computational components of the tests. After reaching peak perfor

mance, a noticeable fall-off in speed is apparent in several of the applications-amp, 

col, hyp, jac, and mat. This fall-off occurs at the point when a given problem grows 

larger than the 256K of cache available on each node. At the largest problem sizes, the 

applications have significantly poorer cache behavior than do smaller problem sizes. 

Looking at the changes in execution speed for jac, for example, it appears that network

ing overhead is comparable to the overhead incurred by going to main memory for prob

lem elements that would otherwise remain in the local cache. 
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Figure 5.3: Cluster-C* and CM-5 Node Execution Speeds for Test Suite 

Second, the cluster version of the mat test program has no communication. This is 

reflected in the almost level execution speed curve, with less of the typical initial fixed 

overhead-based increase. The CMoS still has the characteristic increase of fixed overhead 

of communication and control. This is a reflection of the CMoS's use of a front-end pro

cessor and on-board SPARC2s that each participate in directing vector unit processing. 

Third, at a per-node level, the CMoS has near-constant performance across all prob

lem sizes for those applications that rely primarily on general sends-bist and obj. No 
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benefits are observed by moving to larger problem sizes. This could indicate a limitation 

in the CM-5's general send capability. 

In summary, the graphs for the Cluster-C'" given in Figure 5.3 demonstrate an optimal 

problem size that would produce the best overall cluster performance. Initially, as prob

lem size increases, there is a rapid increase of performance as computation costs out

weigh either fixed or slower growing communication costs. The peak rate on the cluster 

occurs during execution of the largest problem that is still capable of remaining within 

the HP720 cache during execution. At some point, the problems become large enough 

that bad cache behavior begins to dominate, and the performance curves begin to fall. 

This is not caused by either new overhead or increasing communication costs. 

5.3 Cluster-C* Scaled Speedup 

This section looks more closely at the performance of the cluster on the nine test pro

grams. Figure 5.4 presents an aggregate perspective of the scaled speedup of all nine 

programs executing a nominal large problem. This is followed by Figure 5.5, a com

pound graph that plots the scaled speedup of all nine programs, for three different prob

lem sizes-small, medium, and large. Results are presented for 1, 2, 4, and 8-node 

cluster configurations. 

Scaled speedup tests fix the problem size per node, allowing the total problem size to 

grow linearly with the number of nodes in the cluster. Others have argued the merits of 

scaled speedup over the traditional form [65, 125]. Scaled speedup is an appropriate 

measure for the algorithms and problem sizes characteristic of image understanding sys

tems where algorithm complexity, sensor resolutions, image sizes and so on, are improv

ing constantly. For each program, the single node case was obtained from a one 

processor version of the C* program with all physical communication calls removed. 
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Figure 5.4: Cluster·C* Scaled Speedup for Test Suite with Large Problems 

The speedup results fall into two broad classes, depending on the amount of commu

nication performed by the test program. First, computation-oriented programs exhibit 

excellent speedup. These include tests with little or no communication (mat, hyp, and 

col) and tests that use grid-sends or scans (amp, dens, and jac). Second, communica

tion-centric applications behave differently under processor scaling. While the local sub

problem size remains fixed, it represents a smaller fraction of the total problem and 

therefore a smaller portion of the shape's global address space. For uniformly distributed 

destination addresses, the fraction of information sent off-processor by each node is 1 -

lIP, for a P node cluster. Micro-benchmarks measured off-node sends to average 12 

times the cost of a memory-to-memory move. It is therefore not surprising to see poor 

speedup for hist and obj, both of which make significant use of general sends. Hist 

actually has no speedup because the program consists of a single send operation. . 
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Finally, Figure 5.6 reinforces the speedup results of Figures 5.4 and 5.5, showing the 

percentage of time each test program spent performing physical communication. Physi

cal communication includes all time spent by the network substrate during send, receive, 
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and interrupt handling, but not the time spent performing computation or local memory 

moves during the C* communication instructions. The graph includes error bars at one 

standard deviation around the mean across the eight nodes in the cluster; variation in 

runtimes is possible under the cluster's loosely-coupled execution model. 

Test programs with good speedup have small amounts of physical communication 

(e.g. col, hyp, mat) for medium and large problems sizes. Grid-based applications like 

amp, dens and jac have slightly higher percentages of communication and also fall off 

slightly from linear in the speedup curves. The test with the highest percentage of com

munication-obj, at 35, 20 and lO%-had one of the worst speedups. 
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Figure 5.6: Cluster-C* Percent Physical Communication for Test Suite 

As before, the measured speedups agree nicely with the predicted behavior outlined 

in Chapter 3. The average percent communication across the nine test programs was 

19% for small problems, 5% for medium sized problems and 3.4% for large problems. 

Overall, communication costs grew sub-linearly relative to the linear growth in problem 
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sizes. The fact that the amount of time spent on communication decreased with problem 

size leads us to be optimistic about running larger problems on larger cluster configura

tions. 

5.4 Detailed Cluster-C* Performance 

This section presents a final level of detail to help explain the results presented in the 

previous two sections. Further, these detailed performance measurements provide the 

foundation upon which much of the simulation work in the next chapter is based. 

As discussed in Chapter 3, each of the nine test programs consists of some combina

tion of parallel C* instructions. For ease of presentation, the hundreds of instruction vari

ants produced by the C* compiler are grouped into a smaller number of abstract 

instruction classes. For each instruction class, a representative instance was selected for 

benchmarking (e.g. 2 operand, 16 bit integer add was selected for the integer-add class). 

This section begins with a set of micro-benchmarks that measure each of the 21 Cluster

C* instruction classes on a minimal 2-node cluster. Togetber with the instruction distri

butions from Chapter 3, it is possible to further understand subtle differences in the exe

cution speed graphs of Figure 5.2 and 5.3. Section 5.4.1 discusses these differences. 

A key concern about the cluster is its scalability. While it has been established that 

high volume general sends are capahle of bottlenecking the existing FDDI network, the 

question remains open over the full set of applications. Section 5.4.2 presents a set of 

execution speed graphs, analogous to those in Figures 5.2 and 5.3, except they contain 

all of the instruction classes individually executed over a range of problem sizes. Section 

5.4.3 examines the shape of these graphs and explains how their individual behavior 

aggregates to result in the application graphs of 5.2 and 5.3 

5.4.1 Peak C* Instruction Rates 

Figure 5.7 shows the cost, in microseconds, to execute an instance of each of the abstract 

C* instruction classes on a single shape element. There are 15 computational operations 

and six communication operations. The times reflect the performance of an optimal 
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problem size-execution speeds benefitting fully from the CPU cache. and experiencing 

the minimum negative impact of fixed overheads. The benchmarks were run on a 2-node 

cluster and serve as the basic instruction costs used later in the Cluster-C* simulator. 

The first observation is that the communication operations are well within range of 

many of the computational operators. Second. because real C* programs perform signif

icant computation, the high costs of trigonometric and other floating point mathematical 

operations impact performance as much or more than program communication. A third 

point to notice is the very low cost of the three global reduce operations. This is a reflec

tion of their very limited communication. General sends are more expensive, as are scans 

which must communicate and make two computation passes over the parallel variable. 
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5.4.2 C* Instruction Execution Speeds 

This section takes the 21 instructions presented in the previous section and plots the exe

cution speed for each over a range of problem sizes. Figure 5.8 presents the computation 

operations, while Figure 5.9 presents the communication operations. There are three 

things to notice about the computation execution speed graphs. First, they all have the 

characteristic initial rise in speed as problem size increases. This is due to amortization 

of fixed overhead costs over a larger number of processors. Second, execution speed falls 

at the larger problem sizes due to bad cache behavior. Third, the one instruction that 

stands out above all other computational operations is context-nearly twice as fast as 

any other. This is because all context operations are themselves context insensitive, and 

therefore execute few instructions and with better instruction cache behavior. Also they 

do not require multiple operands, but instead operate on single byte data that can be 

accessed in larger block sizes. 
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The computation costs in Figure 5.8 can be compared to communication costs of Fig

ure 5.9. The communication instructions have the same basic structure as the computa

tion instructions except that fixed communication overheads are much higher, so the 

initial ramp-up period is longer. The fastest communication operator is the bit reduce, 

again because it performs context insensitive byte access, and broadcasts only a single 

word regardless of shape size. Operators like the general send that transmit large 

amounts of data have fairly constant rate over the range of problem sizes. 
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Figure 5.9: C* Communication Operator Execution Speed by Problem Size 

5.4.3 Structured Communication Rates 

Finally, this subsection presents a series of micro-benchmarks that provide further evi

dence that many C* programs will scale well to larger cluster configurations before nct

work saturation becomes a problem. Table 5.1 contains the maximum transmission 

speeds for a single HP720 across the C*-to-network interface for each C* communica-
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tion operator in bytes per second. The maximum speed at which C* is capable of trans

mitting network data is 2.9 megabytes per second for general send-approximately one 

quarter the bandwidth obtainable by the network substrate. All other C* operators per

form more computation or local dutu movement than the general send with correspond

ingly lower effective transmission rates. 

C* operator lK 256K 1M 32x32 512x512 lKxlK 
-

reduce 763 70.1 17.6 17.5K 170.5 17.5 

grid-send 340 26.1 6.5 18.3K 34.9K 17.5K 

send 1.5M 2.9M 2.9M 2.9M 2.9M 2.9M 

scan 1.7K 8.1 3.0 26.2K 3.3K 1.2K 

Table 5.1: C*-to-Network Transmission Rates by shape and instr. (bytes per sec.) 
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CHAPTER 6 

PERFORMANCE MODEL 

Previous chapters have motivated the need for data parallelism, outlined an architec

ture that provides implements C* on a network of HP720s, and quantified the architec

ture's performance using a nine program test suite. A drawback of the work is the cluster 

size: the largest cluster incorporates eight nodes. Additionally, by the time the cluster 

was completed, a new generations of faster workstations and networks was already 

available. The cluster results would be more valuable if they could be generalized to 

alternative hardware platfOims. 

This chapter presents a simulator that predicts Cluster-C""s behavior under various 

conditions. The simulator's primary purpose is to help determine how well the cluster's 

architecture will scale to larger networks containing hundreds of nodes. While this is an 

optimistic size for normal interactive FDDI traffic, it may be feasible for some data par

allel algorithms or next generation network technology. The simulator is also used to 

predkt cluster performance when equipped with a faster network, faster CPUs, and a 

number of finer system enhancements like increased cache size and cache line length. A 

simulator can also be an effective way to experiment with different data parallel algo

rithms, providing high-level feedback and insights without requiring full program devel

opment. 

The Cluster-C'" simulator uses an abstract instruction trace of a C'" program, com

bined with a set of basic hardware and software cost models to predict the total execution 

time, and derived execution speed, of the program on a particular cluster configuration. 

The lowest level costs used by the simulator are derived empirically from a suite of 

micro-benchmarks run on the existing cluster architecture. Direct comparisons of the 

outputs of the simulation with empirical results from an 8-node cluster running the same 

test programs validates the simulators behavior. 
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Section 6.1 presents the top-level structure of the simulator and some of the motiva

tions for its design. Section 6.2 presents the different components of the simulator, 

including fixed costs and software models, and Section 6.3 concludes the chapter with a 

set of validation tests. Chapter 7 follows with all of the simulation predictions. 

6.1 Simulator Structure 

This section presents the top-level structure of the Cluster-C'tc simulator and the motiva

tions for its design. Cluster-C* simulation requires three key components: an application 

trace, workstation and network architectural specifications, and a hierarchical cost 

model. The cost model is implemented in software as a set of functions that combine the 

trace and the hardware specifications to compute a total execution time. 

The simulator uses a trace-driven approach because it is more accurate than a static 

model. Inspection of the nine C* test programs revealed four characteristics that are most 

accurately modeled with a dynamic simulation. First, the perfonnance data of Chapter 5 

indicates that memory and cache utilization significantly affect overall cluster perfor

mance. An accurate cache model requires that memory allocations and deallocations be 

monitored dynamically during program execution. The memory usage patterns of the C* 

test programs are not easily captured hy a small numher of summary statistics. Second, 

several of the test programs use multiple shapes during execution. Shape size directly 

determines the numher of elements processed hy each cluster node, and therefore, total 

execution time. Third, most of the programs use contextualized operations, i.e., the exe

cution of an instruction by an element is controlled by the element's context flag. In 

almost all programs, context varies dynamically during program execution. Finally, one 

of the programs (fft) has a central loop that executes log2( N) iterations, where N is the 

length of the ID shape. 

The simulator is based on a hierarchical cost model that is specified at the top level by 

an abstract trace of parallel instructions derived from the C* test programs. Trace-driven 

models simulate the operations of the cluster, but don't actually execute instructions or 

produce results. The cost of each trace operation is computed directly, or through the 
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computation of a series of lower-It:vel operations required to accomplish the trace opera

tion. At the core, the cluster simulator includes low-level models for the CPU, the cache, 

the network, memory usage, and each of the C* communication operators. Because of 

the dedicated nature of the cluster (i.e. no multiprogramming or external network traffic), 

the application trace files are sufficient to determine the complete workload for the net

work and attached workstations. 

The structure of the Cluster-C* simulator, as depicted in Figure 6.1, mirrors the struc

ture of the cluster architecture presented in Section 4.l, and specifically, the software 

block diagram of Figure 4.2. 

I Application Trace I 
~ ---- C* Runtime Libs ..---- t ------. 

Computation Communication Simulator 
Instruction Instruction Control 
Classes Classes Operations 

I C* Communication Operators I 

I Network Modell 

~ 
l HP720 CPU & cache Model I 

Figure 6.1: Cluster-C* Simulator Components and Structure 

Roughly, the simulator can be partitioned into three coarse layers. First, a top-level 

application trace represents the user's sequential program and overall control flow. Sec

tion 6.3.1 describes the application-level traces. The second layer models the C* runtime 

system, providing a C* instruction model for each of the 21 C* instruction classes,devel-
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oped in Chapter 3. Section 6.3.2 presents the C* runtime simulation in three parts: timed 

computational and communication instructions, and a set of untimed control directives 

that modify simulator behavior. The final portion of the simulator contains a collection of 

lower-level software and hardware models that provide models for the four primary C* 

communication operators and simulate the HP720 CPU and FOOl network. Section 

6.3.3 presents the models for the four C* communication operators, followed by Section 

6.3.4 that contains detailed models for the FOOl network and Host-network interface, 

ending with Section 6.3.5 that describes the HP720 CPU and cache models. 

6.2 Simulator Components 

This section presents each of the Cluster-C* simulator components shown in Figure 6.1. 

6.2.1 Application Trace 

The Cluster-C* simulator uses an ahstract instruction trace to specify the behavior of an 

application program. The traces are more ahstract than traditional hardware traces that 

typically include the instruction addresses, opcodes, and data addresses that occurred 

during program execution [132.133]. The Cluster-C* simulator traces only the parallel 

operations within a program. Traces, originally generated hy instrumentation in the C* 

RTS, consist of a sequence of C* instructions or simulator control directives-parallel 

operations are supported for the 21 parallel instruction classes developed in Chapter 3. 

The simulator supports the following functionality: aggregation of adjacent operations in 

the source program, arhitrary looping within a trace, use of multiple shapes, and dynamic 

alteration of all of program context. send locality. and other control directives. All paral

lel variable allocations and deallocations are traced and used by the cache model to mod

ify the execution speed of all memory-hased operations. 

The total execution time, Te/apsed, for an application trace is computed using the fol

lowing top-level expression: 

Telapsed = L opeost; x Nealis; 
; E trace 
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where trace is a sequence of C* operations and associated counts, opcostj specifies the 

cost of the ith instruction in trace, and is computed by one of a number of different 

lower-level cost models presented in the following sections, and Ncallsj is the number of 

calls specified for the itll trace instruction. 

To illustrate, the following trace simulates the jac (Jacobi) test program. The trace 

begins by declaring the shape of the computation-2D with length and width supplied 

by the first two command-line arguments, pI and p2. The two word-size/allocate pairs 

set the parallel variable size in bytes and allocate n variables of that size, respectively. 

For example, setting word-size to I, followed by four allocates, simulates allocation of 

the four system flags associated with each shape. The total memory allocated is con

trolled by the total number of elements in the active shape (pI x p2) . After initial stor

age allocation, the timer is turned on, and the main loop of jac is executed. 

shape 2 pI p2 
word-size 1 
allocate 4 
word-size 4 
allocate 3 
timer-on 

loop jac p3 
grid-send-hz 2 
integer-add 1 
grid-send-vt 1 
integer-add 1 
grid-send-vt 1 
integer-add 2 
move-always 1 
end-loop jac 

timer-off 
deallocate 7 

The loop label is jac, and it will execute the number of times specified by the third 

command-line argument, p3. The loop body contains four grid-sends-two horizontal 

and two vertical-four integer-adds, and one move-always. 
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6.2.2 C* Instruction Classes and Control Directives 

There are two types of operations that appear in program trace files: C'" parallel instruc

tions and simulator control directives-only the C'" instructions are timed. Control direc

tives modify the internal state of the simulator so that subsequent instructions receive the 

correct cost. 

The full ClParis library was partitioned into a smaller number of classes. There are 

enough classes to capture important semantic differences and assure that within-class 

execution time variance is small relative to execution time. Additionally, the single cost 

used for each class has to accurately rellect the time spent in all calls in all programs to 

real ClParis functions that were classified as members of a particular class. 

Tables 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 present the three basic groups of instructions that implement 

the C* runtime libraries within the cluster simulator. The tables define the execution 

times (in ~element) and the simulation function called for each of the 21 instruction 

classes. The function is called to adjust each specified rate based on cache utilization and 

other factors. For example, cpu-rate supports simulation of a faster processor. The actual 

costs were obtained by running a series of micro-benchmarks on a 2-node cluster config

uration, using problem sizes that insured that all operand data was resident in the cache 

(i.e. these costs represent the optimal). These optimal rates are degraded based on the 

total amount of memory currently in used. The cache model is covered in more detail in 

Section 6.2.5. The simulation functions are supported by lower-level simulator compo

nents depicted in the lower layer of Figure 6.1. The C* communication models are pre

sented in Sections 6.2.3 and the Network model is presented in Section 6.2.4. 

The simulator models the context-insensitive version of move with the move-always 

operation. For the other operations, the simulator does not model the difference between 

contextualized and non-contextualized variants of the same operation, and so, may expe

rience associated errors that overestimate instruction cost slightly. 
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Computation cost per 
Operation Name element (J.l~) rate function 

allocate 0.261 a1ways-mem-cpu-rate 

deallocate 25.0 sequential-rate 

addressing 0.1333 cpu-rate 

context 0.0954 a1ways-cpu-rate 

logic 0.1425 cpu-rate 

move 0.0328 mem-cpu-rate 

move-always 0.0091 always-mem-cpu-rate 

int-compare 0.1977 cpu-rate 

float-compare 0.2509 cpu-rate 

convert 0.3073 cpu-rate 

int-add 0.1443 cpu-rate 

int-multiply 0.5028 cpu-rate 

float-add 0.2837 cpu-rate 

float-multiply 0.3239 cpu-rate 

float-mult-add 0.9798 cpu-rate 

square root 0.7650 cpu-rate 

trig functions 7.0460 cpu-rate 

Table 6.1: Cluster Simulator Computation Instructions 

CommunIcation cost per 
Operator Name clement (J.L~) rate function 

bit-reduce 0.0304 reduce-rate 
1---. 

int-reduce 0.2193 reduce-rate 

float-reduce 0.2837 reduce-rate 

grid-send (horz) N/A grid-rate 

grid-send (vert) N/A grid-rate 

scan (horz) 0.2837 scan-rate 

scan (vert) 0.2837 scan-rate 

send 0.3288 send-rate 

Table 6.2: Cluster Simulator Communication Instructions 
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The timed operations presented in tables 6.2 and 6.3 are augmented by the simulator 

control directives that appear in Table 6.4. The first six directives are adequately 

explained by the comment lines in the table (e.g. timer-on). We describe the others in the 

following paragraphs. 

Control Directive Comments 

timer-on Enable global execution timing 

timer-off Disable global execution timing 

word-size Set word-size for memory-sensitive ops [1, 2, or 4 bytes] 

sequential Time spent in sequential portions of program. [us] 

loop-start <label> <iterations> Start of labelled loop with constant or variable # of iterations. 

loop-end <label> End of labelled loop - branch to stm1 of loop 

shape <rank> <dimO> [diml] Shape specifier establishes size of subsequent operations. 

speed-shape <r> <dO> [dl] Shape used to compute final output speed measurements 

where-active Fraction of elements WiUl active context. [0.0. 1.0] 

send-locality Fraction of general sends with local destination. [0.0. 1.0] 

Table 6.3: Cluster Simulator Control Directives 

There are two control directives dealing with program shape. As described in Chapter 

3, a shape defines the size and structure of all parallel variables allocated within that 

shape. The first shape directive, shape, sets the currently active shape for subsequent 

simulated instructions in the trace-this dictates the cost of all timed operations, which 

are specified on a per-element basis. The aI/ocate instruction uses the currently active 

word-size and shape to detclmine the number of bytes allocatcd on each physical proces

sor. The second control directive involving shape is speed-shape, identifying one pri

mary shape to be used in calculating reported execution speeds. 

The where-active directive is used to specify what fraction of the shape's elements are 

active (i.e. have a non-zero context tlag). During the cost calculation of each instruction, 

the cost is decomposed into active and inactive components. All of the active elements 

use the individual operation costs as specified in Table 6.2. Elements that are inactive use 

a per-element cost that retlects the cost of testing the context flag and incrementing con

text and data pointers. Active elements are assumed to be evenly distributed over all 

nodes in the cluster. 
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Send-locality is the final control directive. It indicates the fraction of elements that 

have local send addresses during a given send operation. It is modeled as an average 

value that stays in effect until reset. 

6.2.3 C* Communication Operators 

Cluster-C'fc supports four primary communication operations-reduce, grid-send, scan, 

and send. Each operator is modeled by a separate cost function as indicated in Table 

6.3-reduce-rate, grid-rate, scan-rate, and send-rate-and discussed below in a sepa

rate subsection. 

There are four global observations to be made regarding the communication cost 

functions used in the following cost expressions. First, C""s use of structured communi

cation is clearly visible in the cost functions-all sizes are specified in terms of shape 

dimensions because it is not possible to send an arbitrary number of bytes between two 

processors. Second, several of the communication operators have computational 

aspects-hence the use of cpu-rate on the right hand side of the cost function. For exam

ple, reduce-rate requires that each node compute its portion of the reduction on the local 

parallel variable. Third, sends actually perform significant local communication-most 

of the time neighbOling virtual processors are located on the same physical node, so 

sends are implemented with moves. 

Finally, each of the four communication operators is composed of distinct transmit 

and receive phases. During the transmit phase, each node sends data destined for ele

ments that reside on a different node. During the receive phase, each node accepts and 

incorporates all messages transmitted by other nodes. 

Each of the four communication operators is defined below in an abstraction notation 

of the form: T CO/llJIIOp := L subcosts, where T CO/lVIIOp is the total cost for the operator, 

and right-hand summation is a collection of component costs defined by the CPU and 

Network components of the simulator. There are four possible functions that can be used 

on the right-hand side: transmit, receive, cpu-rate, and move. Section 6.2.4 presents 

detailed models for transmit and receive that reflect all network costs. Section 6.2.5 dis-
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cusses cpu-rate-the same function used for the computational instructions of table 6.2; 

move is also modeled by cpu-rate. All sizes presented in the following cost models indi

cate the data component of transmitted messages, without headers. The variable Prefers 

to the number of processors in the cluster, and the variable ws refers to the current word 

size (i.e. 1,2, or 4 bytes). Row-length is the horizontal dimension of a 20 shape; active

vps is the number of active elements in the shape as specified by the where-active control 

operation of Table 6.4; non-local is the number of elements residing on other nodes, as 

specified by control operation send-locality of Table 6.4, and combiner is one of the 

binary associative operations used with reduce and scan. 

6.2.3.1 Reduce 

The execution model for reduce operators is independent of the current shape dimen

sions. The cost model consists of an initial local cost in which each node generates the 

partial global value by applying the specified binary associative operator to all of the ele

ments on 'the local node. The result of this computation is broadcast to all other nodes in 
'/; 

the clufter, requiring transmission of only one word (4 bytes). After transmit, each node 

then receives P-l broadcast messages from the other nodes. As the other partial results 

are received, they are combined with the same operator to generate the final global 

result. The total cost per node for a one or two dimensional reduction is: 
-

reduce-rate := cpu-rate (combiner, active-vps) 
+ transmit (4) 
+ receive (4 * (P-l)); 

6.2.3.2 Grid-Send 

The execution model for grid-send operators is sensitive to the current shape. The cost 

model is presented for both one and two dimensions explicitly since they are the two 

configurations used by the test programs. Both versions shift all elements of a shape one 

position along one of the dimensions of the shape. The current data layout for the cluster 

insures that only vertical grid-sends require physical communication; horizontal sends 

are modeled with a move operation. The amount of data transferred is one dimension 
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less than the total rank of the shape. This operator uses intra-operator instruction overlap. 

In the one dimensional case, the operation begins by transmitting one word from the last 

element of the local portion of the shape to the next node in the ring. The host then 

returns to the local portion of the send which is accomplished with a local move opera

tion. Mter the move, one message is received from the previous node in the cluster. This 

word is moved into the proper location. The one dimensional case therefore results in the 

following cost: 

grid-ratelD .- transmit (ws) 
+ move ((active-vps - 1) * ws) 
+ receive (ws) 
+ move (ws) i 

The two dimensional version is identical to the one dimensional case except that an 

entire row moves between processors. It is given as follows: 

grid-rate2D:= transmit (row-length * ws) 
+ move ((active-vps - row-length) * ws) 
+ receive (row-length * ws) 
+ move (row-length * WS)i 

6.2.3.3 General Send 

The general send operator is independent of shape size, rank and configuration. Each 

element of the shape uses a local send address to direct transmission of a single data 

value to anyone of the elements within the global address space of parallel variables. 

Sends can operate on parallel vaIiahles in different shapes (e.g. hist). Two key parame

ters that impact the behavior of the general send are the where-active and the send-local

ity control directives that specify what percentage of a shape's elements participate in the 

send operation and what percentage of those active elements send data off-processor, 

respectively. Once the data reaches the destination node, it is moved to the correct ele

ment of the shape. Consequently, a separate send address must be sent with each data 

value, resulting in 8 bytes per transmitted data value. Those values that are sent locally 

use a move operation. Based on an assumption of processing regularity, each node 

receives the same number of messages that it transmits. 
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The difficulty with the general send is instruction overlap. Depending on the number 

of nodes in the cluster and the total amount of data being sent by each node, the amount 

of overlap will vary. Currently, the model assumes that if the aggregate bandwidth 

required by the transmitting nodes is less than what is available from the network, then 

overlap will be minimal. Otherwise, the hosts will experience the full transmit time plus 

a small number of frames worth of moves and receives. Thus, general send's cost is 

given by: 

send-rate .- transmit (active-vps * non-local * B) 

6.2.3.4 Scan 

+ move (active-vps * I-non-local * ws) 
+ receive (active-vps * non-local * 8) 
+ move (active-vps * non-local * WS)i 

The scan operator behaves similarly to the grid-send operation. For clarity, cost models 

are presented for both one and two dimensional scans. Both versions perform parallel 

prefix operations across all elements of a shape along one of the dimensions of the shape. 

The current data layout for the cluster insures that in 2D, only vertical scans require 

physical communication; horizontal scans are modeled as just the cpu-rate component 

(e.g. float-add). The ID scan begins by computing a partial product over all active local 

elements of the indicated variable. Each node broadcasts the final partial product, then 

receives P-l broadcast messages from the other nodes. The values from all nodes lower 

in the shape are combined to produce a starting partial product that is combined with the 

locally generated partial products to produce a final global scan result. Thus, the one 

dimensional cost is given by: 

scan-ratelO:= cpu-rate (combiner, active-vps) 
+ transmit (WS) 
+ receive ((P-I) * WS) 
+ cpu-rate (combiner, active-vps); 

The two dimensional case is similar to the one dimensional case except that an indepen

dent scan is computed within each column of the shape. Instead of sending out single 
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partial products, each node broadcasts a row of partial products. The same increase 

occurs in the sequential combination and the final combination. It is given as follows: 

scan-rate2D .- cpu-rate (combiner, active-vps) 
+ transmit (row-length * ws) 
+ receive ((P-l) * row-length * ws) 
+ cpu-rate (combiner, active-vps); 

6.2.4 Network Model 

To accurately model the communication operators used by C*, it is necessary to develop 

an accurate model of the FOOl network, its topology. and the protocols thnt control net

work access. This section. presents the various networking components of the Cluster

C* simulator. First, a cluster network topology is developed thHt supports clusters con

taining between one and 256 workstations. Next. the FOD! protocol itself is presented. 

emphasizing its key performance pammeters and how they impact the cluster simulation. 

The last component of the networking cost model is the Medusa board and the data path 

between the board and the host. 

6.2.4.1 Network Topology 

The primarily focus of this work is the construction of a cluster-based parallel processor 

that uses dedicated workstation and network hardware. To keep overheads low, and to 

remain upward compatible with faster versions of FOOl, the network topology attempts 

to minimize total network cable length. The machines are assumed to be collocated, and 

connected by a modified star topology based on a small inner ring of FOOl concentra

tors, each supporting up to 16 hosts. Concentrators are connected in a backbone ring 

with five meters between concentmtors (ten m of cable). Radiating out from each con

centrator, each of the 16 hosts is attached with a three meter cable (six meters total cable 

length). The total ring length. I. is modeled as: 

1= (rn/16lx 10) + (nx6) 
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The token ring latency, D, can be computed from the ring length I and the host station 

delay, I'sd. The station delay is the time required for a host to receive and retransmit the 

idle token. Thus, 

D = IXO.005085+nxTsd 
where n is the number of stations on the ring and 0.005085 is the speed of light in fiber in 

JJSlm [134, 135]. 

6.2.4.2 FDDI Protocol 

The FOOl protocol encodes a set of rules that specify the media access methods (MAC), 

assuring that only one node uses the medium at a time and that access is fair and delays 

are bounded. To accomplish this, FOOl uses a timed token access method based on a 

token that circulates continuously around the ring during idle periods. To transmit, a sta

tion must acquire and hold the token until it has completed transmitting or the token 

holding timer has expired. All datu transmitted on the network is sent in discrete frames 

with a maximum size of 450() bytes. Frames propagate around the ring, being received 

by stations matching the destination field, and passed along by others. When the frames 

return to the sender, they are removed (stripped) from the ring and checked for correct-

ness. 

The Cluster-C'" architecture uses a small portion of the available FDOI features. 

Because it is a dedicated, batch-oriented system, it is not concerned with bounding 

access delays. Consequently, Cluster-C'" uses asynchronous transmission mode with 

only one priority level. Three of the four C'" communication operators faIl into the light 

load conditions where Target Token Rotation Time (TTRT) has no impact. The general 

send operator produces a heavy load situation with even a modest number of nodes. Con

sequently, overall network efficiency is important, so the value ofTTRT is set to a maxi

mum. The cluster also uses 8192 byte FODI frames to maximize throughput. A bug in 

the Medusa board, as discussed in the next section, makes the number of frames trans

mitted very important. 
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6.2.4.3 Medusa Network Interface Board 

Medusa is a high-speed experimental network adaptor presented in Chapter 4 as a com

ponent of the hardware platform. Medusa can be accessed by either load and store 

instructions, or Venom block moves based on the PA-RISC cache line (32 bytes). Venom 

is the graphics accelerator hardware that has access to the graphics bus and the network 

JJO memory. The access speed of Medusa's 1 MB of memory is approximately twice as 

fast when performing block moves with Venom compared to single word load/stores. 

Cluster-C'tc uses the faster block moves on message transmit, but receives messages 

using word-based access. 

The simulator models Medusa reads and block-writes, bandwidth, per-frame latency, 

block transfer and word access. The overlap between the host transfer and FOOl transmit 

is simulated. During I/O memory access, it is possible to incur different numbers of wait 

states during operation, depending on the degree of pipelining and page faults. These 

wait states are not explicitly modeled. Also. the FDDI chip set is modeled as a black box 

with a per-frame latency. 

An unfortunate but significant bug has been found in the prototype Medusa board 

[136]. The boards generate a host interrupt for all packets received by the host, regard

less of destination field of the frame. In other words, every host is interrupted for every 

packet sent between any two nodes on the network. These spurious interrupts place 

invalid frames on the receive queue where they are detected and discarded by the inter

rupt handler. The cost of fielding. detecting. ignoring and recovering from each spurious 

interrupt is estimated to be 14 I.ls. This bug was modeled for the purposes of validating 

the model on an eight node cluster. The time attributed to the bug can be significant in 

the case of general sends which generate O(P2) spurious interrupts. The spurious inter

rupts have the largest impact on host efficiency. 
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6.2.4.4 Transmit and Receive Models 

The Cluster-C'" simulator uses the FDDI protocol specification as outlined in the previ

ous sections to provide a model for node transmission and receipt. Transmission can be 

divided into two ditIerent situations: single frame and multi-frame transmission. Under 

normal conditions, three of the four C'" communication operations-reduce, grid-send, 

and scan----can be accomplished with single frame transmission. The general send oper

ation typically requires multi-frame transmission. 

The following expression represents the single-frame transmission model for one 

node, sending one frame to one destination node. Each transmission is assumed to be 

independent, so the basic transmit time is mUltiplied appropriately to extend this to mul

tiple nodes and mUltiple destinations. The transmit time Ttransmit is defined as 

Ttranslllit = Tlatency + Tthl'Ollghpllt 

where 

Tlatency = LatencYFDDIC/lil'Sel + LatencYNetLib 

and 

Ttlrrollghpill = Fsize x (C VenolllBlock + C FDDI) 

There is a throughput component and a latency component to the total transmission time. 

The first, Tlalellc}" is a per-frame overhead imposed by the Medusa hardware and the C* 

networking software library. The throughput time, Ttllrougllpw' is the time required to 

move a frame, of length Fsize bytes, from the host to the Medusa board and from the 

Medusa board onto the network. The costs used in the above expressions were measured 

using a two node configuration and appear in Table 6.5. 

Parameter Name Time (lr Rate 

CVenomDlock 40 ns per byte 

CVenomWord 73 ns per byte 

CFDDI 80 ns per byte 

LatencYlnlerrupl 14 J.L~ per interrupt 

LatencYNelLib 19 J.L~ per packet 

LatencYFDDlChip.~el 23.5 J.L~ per packet 

Table 6.4: Empirically Derived Network Cost Parameters 
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The C'" general send requires a multi-frame transmission to send more than 8K dur

ing one operation. There are two possible cases that can result from a multi-frame trans

mission. The first occurs when all of the nodes in the cluster are collectively incapable of 

saturating the network, either when the number of nodes is small, or the nodes are slow 

relative to the network. In this case, the Cluster-C'" simulator uses the single frame trans

mission model for each of frames in the multi-frame sequence. This is consistent with 

empirical data that indicates that under such conditions, a given host is not capable of 

producing data fast enough to maintain the token for longer than one frame's transmis

sion. Consequently, the token moves to the next station, and subsequent frames appear as 

new single frames. 

A multi-frame transmission model covers the case when the nodes are capable of sat

urating the network. The major impact of multi-frame transmission is the amount of 

overlap that occurs between the host-to-Medusa transfer and the network transfer. This 

alters the transmission model somewhat because now nodes hold the token until the 

token holding timer expires (after ITRT - D ~). Once released, the token must make one 

complete idle rotation because it is considered late for synchronous traffic-introducing 

a cost of D into each node's transmission. The total transmission time for ffrariles is still 

the sum of latency and throughput components. The latency expression is the same as 

that for the single frame case above. but is only incun-ed once per multi-frame transmis

sion. The throughput component of the multi-frame transmit model for f frames sent 

from one host on a saturated network is: 

T,IJrougIJpw = Fsize x CVenomBlock + f x Fsize x C FDDI + D 

where Fsize is the frame size in bytes, CVenolllBiock and C FDDI are the cost per byte to 

transfer across the host-network interface and onto the network, and D is the ring 

lntency. 

The receive model is similar to the transmit model but does not include an FDDI 

transmit cost, and uses the slower CVenolllWord transfer rate because it performs word 

access instead of block access. Also. the receive cost includes the cost of the 110 inter-
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rupt generated by the Medusa board when the frame has been received. The cost per 

frame for a host to receive one frame is: 

Treceive = Tlatency + Tthro/lghpllt 

where 

Tlatency = LatencYFDDIChipSc.t + LatencYNetLib + LatencYlnterrupt 

and 

Tthroughput = C VenomWorti 

6.2.5 HP 720 CPU and Cache Models 

There are four basic CPU cost models that cover all of the 21 C* instruction classes. 

They are cpu-rate, always-cpu-rate, mem-cpu-rate, and always-mem-cpu-rate. Most 

instructions are modeled with cpu-rate, the context sensitive function that computes a 

cost for each instruction using the specified per-element instruction cost in Table 6.2 for 

all active locations, and the 1WOP cost for all inactive locations. Both active and inactive 

costs are adjusted to renect the current cache utilization. The always-cpu-rate applies the 

per-element cost to all elements-regardless of context. The other two mem- cost func

tions are analogous except that costs are specified on a per-byte basis, with total costs 

reflecting the current value of word-size. The sequential-rate function uses the specified 

cost once, rather than per-element. 

The Cluster-C'" simulator maintains information about the effectiveness of each 

node's cache. Allocation and deallocation of parallel variables is traced during program 

simulation in order to predict cache utilization. The HP720s use a direct mapped cache 

with 256 KB and a cache line length of eight 32-bit words. There are three distinct oper

ating ranges for cache behavior on the cluster. For small problem sizes, all parallel vari

ables fit in the cache and operations run at the peak rates listed in Table 6.2. For large 

problems, all parallel variables must be loaded from memory into the cache each time 

they are referenced, exhibiting highly anti-local behavior. In this operating range, there is 

an additional overhead of one eighth the cost of a cache line read to access each word of 

a parallel variable. Between these two exu'emes, some portion of the parallel variables 
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remain in the cache for the duration of the program's execution. Because the cache is 

direct mapped, and most test programs access all elements of all parallel variables on 

each program loop iteration, the middle operating range applies to problem sizes with 

between 256 KB and 512 KB of parallel variables per cluster node. Below 256 KB, and 

all data remains in the cache, and above 512 KB all data is reloaded every iteration. In 

the middle operating range, the amount of data that remains in the cache is twice the 

cache size minus the total memory allocated to parallel variables. 

The Cluster-C'" simulator makes several simplifying assumptions regarding cache 

behavior, and therefore does not account for all test program behavior. Inaccuracies are 

primarily restricted to the middle operating range when the cache is partially full. The 

cost of a cache miss varies depending on whether the cache line is clean or dirty, and 

whether a read or write is in progress. The simulator uses an average value of 22 cycles 

to load a 32 byte cache line [112]. The impact of all sequential components of the test 

programs and the Cluster-C'" system are largely ignored in the cache model. All of the 

sequential data structures that manage program execution come out of the same heap as 

the parallel variable memory, and compete for the same cache, are not tracked. To par

tially compensate for this missed memory, a fixed amount of cache was removed from 

use by the model (32K). The model behaves reasonably well when all data can fits within 

the cache (i.e. small problem sizes) or when most of the data is being cycled through the 

cache due to contiguous access to very large parallel variables (i.e. large problem sizes). 

The modeling difficulties appear in the range between these two operating points. This is 

the same range in which there are noticeable differences between the predicted and 

observed execution speeds. 

6.3 Performance Model Validation 

The last several sections have presented a simulation model for Cluster-C'" that can be 

used in a variety of predictive ways. This section provides three different approaches to 

validating the model. Each validation approach provides a different perspective of the 

model and emphasizes different components. Together, they provide an aggregate view 
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that provides a fairly high degree of certainty in the simulation's predictions. The first 

validation approach, comparison to empirical data, is the preferred method of validation 

when applicable [135]. Second, this section looks in detail at the consistency of the sim

ulator's behavior and the predictions it makes on the different application programs. 

Third, model robustness is examined-do small changes in the input have predictable, 

smooth changes in the prediction? Together, these three different checks provide suffi

cient confidence in the model to justify its use in some more interesting predictions. 

6.3.1 Comparison with Empirical Data 

Whenever possible, it is best to compare a model or simulation to available empirical 

data from the system being modeled as a form of validation. The benchmarks that pro

vide the foundation for all the cost models developed in Section 6.2 came from a 2-node 

dedicated network (even inactive stations were removed). First, a stand-alone network

ing kernel provided key hardware and low-level software timings, including FOOl and 

Venom host-to-network transfer rates, and the latencies introduced by the controller and 

interrupt handler. A minimal C* system provided the 21 C* instruction class benchmark. 

Once all of the core perfOimance costs were established, the simulator was used to 

predict the performance of an 8-node cluster running the complete C* application test 

suite. These predictions are compared directly with empirical data on the same nine pro

grams and configurations run on the actual 8-node Cluster-C* architecture. During the 

early stages of model development, these comparisons did highlight a number of defi

ciencies that were corrected. 

Each application program is compared in two ways. First, the execution speed for 

each test program over each problem size is given. Execution speed measures the rate at 

which a particular architecture can execute a give data parallel program in elements per 

second. The faster an architecture, the more virtual processors or shape elements it will 

be able to processing in a fixed amount of time. Figure 6.2 plots the simulated and 

observed execution speeds for all nine test programs over a range of problem sizes for 
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each program. Problem sizes increase from left to right along the horizontal axis, and 

execution speed increase from bottom to top along the vertical axis. 

There are a number of observations to make about the execution speed graphs. First, 

there is relatively good agreement between the simulator predicted speeds and the actual 

cluster across all test programs and sizes. Second, even though there is a wide difference 

in execution speed and curve shape across the nine test programs, these simulated results 

were produced by a single architecture specification file and simulation model-no 

adjustments were made for specific application programs. There are a number of detailed 

observations to be made about the execution speed graphs, but this discussion is deferred 

Section 6.4.2. 

The next graph, Figure 6.3, depicts the same performance data and predictions just 

discussed in the execution speed graph. Figure 6.3 plots the total elapsed time for each of 

the nine test programs over the same range of problem sizes. Instead of execution speed 

on the vertical axis, the total runtime of the test is plotted in seconds. The relationship 

between Figures 6.2 and 6.3 is: ElapsedTime = Tota/Elements/ Execut;onSpeed. 

Figure 6.3 is a more commonly used method for presentation of this type of performance 

data. The major drawback of this approach is the very wide range of problem sizes plot

ted on a single scalc obscures differences between the curves at smaller problem sizes. 

Using Figure 6.3, it is quite clear that the Cluster-C'" simulator matches the empirical 

data for.the 8-node cluster. The one exception to this is the obj test program where dif

ferences between the cluster and the prediction are noticeable. This is due in part to the 

short execution time of any of the obj test configurations. 

6.3.2 Modeling Consistency 

This subsection reexamines the execution speed results presented in Figure 6.2 with an 

emphasis on verifying the internal consistency of the Cluster-C* simulator. All of the 

curves have the same basic shape as the speed varies across problem size. The curves all 

reflect the same set of underlying processes combined in different mixtures. 
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Figure 6.2: 8-node Cluster-C*: Measured and Simulated Execution Speeds 

The speed starts off at its lowest point in the smaller problem sizes, rising to a peak speed 

at some larger problem size, then fall off as size continues to increase, beginning to lev

eling off on the far right. With a few exceptions, the curves reflect two basic processes. 

First, fixed overheads and communication components dominate in the smaller problem 

sizes, but playa decreasing role as problem size increases. Second, maximum speed is 

observed during the largest problem that can still fit fully into the workstation cache. 

After problems increase beyond the size of the cache, all of the performance curves 

decrease in speed. 
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Figure 6.3: 8-node Cluster-C*: Measured and Simulated Execution Times 

Within this basic structure consistent variations can be observed. The ITt test is based 

on a core loop that executes log2(N) iterations. Thus, as test size increases, so does the 

amount of computation performed per element. The mat test has much less of a leading 

upward slope. This can be explained by the fact that mat includes no communication 

operations, one of the primary sources of slower speeds for small sizes. The problem 

sizes used for the obj test were actually more concerned with algorithm semantics than 
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full memory use, so the cache was not exhausted within the observed range. Finally, per

haps the poorest behaved simulation involved the dens test This is reasonable in light of 

dens' internal algorithm which is more difficult to model than others because it contains 

a varying state of context that is partially data and problem size related. The average 

where-active parameters in the simulator have difficulty capturing dens' true behavior. 

6.3.3 Model Robustness 

The last aspect of validating the Cluster-C· simulator comes from evaluating the robust

ness of the simulator by observing how sensitive it is to minor changes in input. The 

response to such changes should be smooth and predictable. There is ample evidence of 

such robustness within the data of Figure 6.2-model prediction can be observed over a 

whole series of problem ranges. As further evidence of the simulator's predictable 

nature, we supply three forward pointers that refer to data that appears in the next chap

ter. While model validation is not the primary purpose of Chapter 7, it does provide fur

ther evidence for this purpose. First, Section 7.2 considers a range of restricted 

architectural modifications involving the cache. Second, Section 7.4 compares the pre

dicted performance of a mildly enhanced cluster with empirical timing data on the same 

problem set run on a 32-node CM-S. Together with the earlier comparisons of the 8-node 

cluster to the 32-node CM-5, this provides one more point of comparison between 

observed and predicted perfonnance. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SIMULA TION PREDICTIONS 

This chapter contains all of the predicted results generated by the Cluster-C''' simula

tor. One of the best and worst things about a model or simulator is the ease with which 

one can experiment with new configurations, very quickly becoming overwhelmed with 

similar looking data. A primary goal of the modeling effort is to generalize and extend 

conclusions drawn from work with a small H-node cluster. Empirical data from actual 

cluster runs is used to drive a model capable of making a variety of different predictions. 

This chapter presents three different sets of predictions. 

First, Section 7.1 examines the scalability potential for the cluster architecture by add

ing more nodes to the existing network. Scaled speedup is used to measure the impact of 

these additions. 

Second, Section 7.2 considers the effects of various architectural upgrades to the clus

ter architecture. The first set considers the impact of some relatively minor enhance

ments to the existing 8-nodc clustel· architecture-improvements to the memory and 

cache architecture of the HP720s. The second set expands the predictions, performing 

tests that simulate clusters of "next generation hardware"-CPUs that are ten times 

faster than the HP720s and 600 Mbps networks. This second set of tests attempts to 

answer the question "what is possible with this architecture in the next few years?". 

Third, Section 7.3 closes the loop between the empirical and predicted by drawing a 

comparison between a "reasonable" hypothetical system and the benchmarks run earlier 

on the CM-5. This final hypothetical system is important because it is available today 

using commercially available products, consisting of a 16-node cluster containing CPUs 

that are 4 times the speed of an HP720, and connected by a 600 Mbit/second network. 
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7.1· Cluster-C* Scaled Speedup Predictions 

This dissertation has demonstrated that an 8-node cluster can be competitive with a 

large, high-cost, custom-built multiprocessor, on a wide range of uata parallel programs. 

This section considers the question of how well the Cluster-C'" architecture scales to 

larger configurations. Without a physical implementation, the results are not assured, but 

they are encouraging. 

Figure 7.1 plots scaled speedup curves for the nine C'" test programs for clusters con

taining between one and 256 nodes. The graphs show number of processors, increasing 

by powers of 2 along the horizontal axis. The vertical axis shows speedup on a 10g1O 

scale. Each graph has four lines: the straight diagonal line with no points is a linear refer

ence line shows the location of perfect speedup, and the other three lines reflect three 

problem sizes selected from the full range displayed in Figure 6.2. Whenever the 

speedup for a particular configuration is below 1.0 it is set to 1.0 to keep the graphs man

ageable. The processing time used for comparison was the time for one processor run

ning the same parallel algorithm with all of the communication removed. 

All of the graphs in 6.3 use scaled speedup measurements implying that the total 

problem size is scaled with the numher of processors in the cluster. This causes the sub

problem size assigned to each node to remain constant across all cluster sizes. The argu

ment for scaled speedup was first made by Gustafson [125] while developing data 

parallel-like algorithms on a 1024 node hypercuhe. The standard argument is that what 

users really want to do with higger machines is run bigger problems, where bigger can 

mean larger input, finer resolution, and smaller time steps. In the case of remote sensing 

and image processing algorithms, this is certainly true. Each year larger, higher resolu

tion sensor become available, and at the same time algorithmic requirements increase. In 

many cases, users do want to increase problem size with available computer resources. 
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Figure 7.1: Simulated Scaled Speedup from 1 to 256·Node Clusters 

The answer to how well Cluster-C't' scales depends on two things: the problem size 

and the algorithm being tested. In general, large problems scale much better than small 

ones. Scaled speedup requires that the subproblem size allocated to each node remain 

constant across all configurations. At the same time, the amount of communication typi

cally grows linearly or worse in the number of nodes in the cluster. This is aggravated by 

the fact that the one processor reference time upon which speedup measurements are 

based includes no communication time. In order to take advantage of increased proces-
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sors, there has to be sufficient computation on each processor to compensate for the 

increased communication. 

The second factor that determines speedup performance is the behavior of the algo

rithms themselves. The C* test programs fall into one of three classes relative to how 

well they scale to larger clusters-algorithms scale very well, reasonably well, or not at 

all. The tests col, hyp, and mat scale very well-these programs still have efficiencies 

over 90% at 128,64, and 256 processors respectively. This is because they perfonn little 

or no communication, and what communication they do perform remains constant (per 

node) with increasing problem size. The col test, for example, does one global reduction 

during each main program loop itel'Ution. At the other extreme, algorithms that do signif

icant communication do not scale well, e.g. hist and obj. The hist program, for example, 

consists of a single general send-an operation that requires a single memory-to-mem

ory move on one node-but O(P2) large messages in the distributed cases. The remain

der of the applications (amp, dens, fft, and jac) are moderately scalable. In the case of 

20 grid-based algorithms (amp and jac), they remained above 80% efficiency through 

16 node configul'Utions. As in the case of small problems, once more memory is avail

able, these problems should show better speedup. The important observation is that there 

are no hidden sequential bottlenecks in this type of application. Computational costs 

grow linearly with problem size and communication requirements are well bounded for 

all interesting problem sizes. 

7.2 Architectural Enhancements 

This section considers two classes of enhancements to the cluster architecture. First, a set 

of modest enhancements are made by altering the HP720's memory system. These pre

dictions are followed by a second set of predictions that increase the overall CPU and 

network speed of cluster components. 
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7.2.1 Memory and Cache Architecture Predictions 

This section contains the first of two performance simulations that modify one or more 

aspects of the cluster architecture in order to improve perfonnance. The first set consid

ers the impact of several basic enhancements to the memory systems of the existing 8-

node cluster architecture while in the next section, more significant modifications are 

considered. The memory system consists of main memory (RAM) and the CPU's 

instruction and data caches. The HP720s contained 32 MB of main memory and a 256K 

byte cache that can be accessed approximately ten times faster than nonnal memory. All 

items loaded from memory into CPU registers passes through the cache. Once in the 

cache, data stays there until it is replaced by a more recently accessed portion of mem

ory. The longer data stays resident in the cache, and the more the CPU can retrieve data 

from the cache instead of main memory, the faster the system runs. The main reason data 

does not remain in the cache is that larger programs allocate more memory than can fit in 

the cache at one time, then proceed to access it all repeatedly. During normal C* compu

tation, most of the allocated memory is accessed each program cycle. For these reasons, 

the memory system and cache performance are important for the performance of larger 

C* problem sizes. In this section three separate simulation experiments are perfonned 

involving the CPU's memory system. First, the impact of RAM on C* program speedup 

is tested. Second, a suite of simulations varying the cache size are presented. Last, the 

impact of different cache line read costs are considered. 

The first simulation experiment, presented in Figure 7.2, plots a set of speedup graphs 

for a range of cluster sizes from 1 to 256 nodes. It demonstrates the effects of available 

memory (and therefore program size) on scaled speedup. The HP720s used in the cluster 

have 32MB of memory, approximately one half of which is available for parallel vari

able memory. Two different memory configurations are considered: 1 and 4 Gigabytes of 

memory per node. This allows the problem sizes to increase from between 64 and 256K 

elements per node to 2 and 8 million. To isolate the effects of memory size, the simula

tions are all run with no cache so that alterations in operation execution speed will not 

confuse the results. 
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The results of the simulation are fairly obvious. Scalability is only affected for larger 

cluster configurations. Test programs that previously had very good or very bad speedup 

do not change significantly for all the reasons outlined in the previous section. The appli

cations that do change are those that had moderately good speedup, for example, 2D 

grid-based algorithms that scaled well up to 16 processors. By allowing larger problems 

to run, there is once again a favorahle ratio of computation to communication, and the 

problems scale well for a wider range of cluster sizes. 
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Figure 7.2: Simulated Scaled Speedup for Larger Problem Sizes 

For example, jac and amp now remain ahove 90% efficiency for all cluster sizes 

below 256 processors. To ohtain the speedup observed in "1 gigabyte" problems, a 20 
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4Kx4K input grid was used. This is a normal image size for some operational applica

tions. The "4 gigabyte" input size is 16K x 16K, which is still within reason. 

The second memory system simulation examines the performance of the standard 8-

node cluster of HP720s with the cache size modified: 32 byte cache and a 1MB cache. 

With a 32 byte cache, data can still be loaded into the CPU in cache line length blocks. 

All other components of the system remain fixed. (The current cache size of 256K is 

included for comparison.) Figure 7.3 presents execution speed results for these three 

conditions. 
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The results of this test are consistent with expected behavior-execution speed 

decreases for all problems when the cache is reduced to 32 bytes, and improves for a 

range of problems when cache size is quadrupled to 1MB. When a minimal cache is 

available, performance at almost all problem sizes is degraded. When cache size is 

increased, only those problems that did not fit into the 256K cache show improved per

formance. Because the cache is only 4 times bigger, the improvement is limited to the 

next two problem configurations before it too returns to the full-cache baseline. 

The final memory system experiment modifies the cache line size used during the 

load of a line of data from memory into the cache when a cache miss occurs. Figure 7.4 

plots the execution speed over a range of problem sizes for a standard configuration, 8-

node cluster, with the exception that four different cache-line lengths are used when a 

cache miss occurs. The current cache line length on the HP720 is 32 bytes, that is, each 

time a cache miss occurs, the word being accessed plus seven adjacent words are read 

from main memory into the cache. The simulation actually leaves the cost of a cache line 

read constant, but increases the length of the cache line that is used for reads. 

The results of the cache line length alterations are consistent with the other memory 

system alterations. The baseline 8-node cluster uses a 32 bytes cache line which appears 

as the lower line in eight of the nine application graphs. The other three configurations 

improve system performance on the larger problems that do not fit within the cache. The 

larger the cache line length the better the improvement. Increasing this parameter com

pensates for the limited cache size because of the anti-locality of the largest problems. 

The two tests for which the modifications made almost no difference were hist and obj, 

which are constrained by the communication system more than the memory system and 

computation. The hist program never runs out of cache, and the neither obj nor hist do 

significant computation. 

Hillis et al. point out that cache is bad on multiprocessors, but actually, reading the 8 

words at a time is better than no cache at all. That is, access patterns are good. They con

firm the memory access pattern that we use in model [69, 84, 118]. 
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Figure 7.4: Simulated Execution Speed for Alternate Cache Line Lengths 

7.2.2 Next Generation CPU and Network Predictions 

This section presents the second set of architectural upgrades to the standard 8-node 

cluster. based on more significant improvements in processor and network perfonnance. 

Specifically. the impact on execution speed of incorporating "next generation" proces

sors and network is considered. 

There are three sets of graphs. First. Figure 7.5 depicts an 8-node cluster of lOx CPUs 

is presented. where lOx is defined as 10 times the speed of an 50 MHz HP720. Second. 
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Figure 7.6 shows the original HP720s are connected with a 600 Mbitlsecond FDDI net

work. While neither of these are commercially available at this time, they are both con

sidered to be within reach over the next few years. Figure 7.7 plots the last performance 

prediction consisting of a combined 8-node simulation that incorporates both the lOx 

CPU performance with the 6x network performance. 
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Figure 7.5: Simulated Execution Speed for 8-node, lOx CPU, FDDI Cluster 

Figure 7.5 presents the first set of simulation results, showing the impact of a factor of 

ten improvement in CPU performance. The current CPU is used as a baseline, with all 
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CPU-related rates multiplied by ten, thereby preserving the relative execution speeds of 

different C* operations. The improvement impacts all computational operations, all 

move operations that are part of protocol processing, and the host-network pathway. 

While the improvements effect the bandwidth components of different communication 

operations, they do not decrease latencies. Others has shown that improvements in net

work bandwidth do not necessarily improve associated network latencies [111]. 
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For comparison purposes, the graph also plots the baseline 8-node simulation and the 

empirical data from the 8-node Cluster-C* experiments. The results of this simulation 

are consistent with previous cluster and simulator behavior. Seven out of nine of the test 
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programs demonstrate significant improvements. The two that do not are at least par

tially communication bottlenecked, a situation that is just aggravated by improved CPU 

performance. The seven computational programs that do improve still have the initial 

ramp up and the fall off due to cache effects. 
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Figure 7.7: Simulated Execution Speed for B-node, 10xCPU and Gigabit Cluster 

Figure 7.6 presents the results of the second major architectural improvement-con

necting an 8-node cluster with a 600 Mbitlsec network. The results of this simulation 

experiment mirror the previous lOx CPU results. In this simulation, seven out of nine of 

the test programs show little or no change, while two of them, hist and obj, show dra-
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matic improvements. This is to be expected because of the communication-oriented 

behavior of hist and obj. 

The final performance prediction combines the previous two: a lOx CPU improve

ment and a 6x network improvement. The results are consistent with the individual pre

dictions presented in Figures 7.S and 7.6. The shape of all the curves match those in the 

previous graphs, and where communication is fully or largely independent of computa

tion (e.g. hist, obj, mat, hyp), the results plotted in Figure 7.7 match their counterparts 

in Figure 7.S and 7.6. Those algorithms that use a mixture of communication and compu

tation (amp, jac, and fl't) actually experience an additional improvement in Figure 7.7 

over either of the speeds in Figure 7.S or Figure 7.6. 

7.3 What is Feasible Today? 

This section returns full circle to one of the first questions asked about the Cluster-C'tc 

architecture-how well does it perform relative to a 32-node CM-S? This section consid

ers a system that could be constructed today with available commercial technology. To 

provide a very real measuring stick, we compare the predicted performance of this new 

configuration to the original set of benchmarks run on TMC's 32-node CMS. The system 

we propose is a cluster composed of 16 nodes, each of which is four times the speed of 

the HP720, connected by a 600 Mb/sec network. The HP720s have a 50 MHz clock; 

today it is possible to purchase machines with clock speeds at 200 MHz and above. 

There are a number of available networking options that are capable of providing a fac

tor of six improvement over FOOl's bandwidth. The DEC Gigaswitch can supports up to 

22 nodes with 100 Mb/sec from each node, to a central crossbar with a aggregate band

width of 3.2 Gigabit/sec [137]. There are also ATM networks [109, 110, 127] available 

that can provide at least a six times increase in bandwidth. 

Figure 7.8 plots the execution speeds of the nine application programs for a 32-node 

CM-S compared against a 16-node 4x cpu, 6x network hypothetical system. The pre

dicted cluster has superior performance on all but two of the test programs. The two 

exceptions are fft and mat, both of which perform significant amounts of uncontextual-
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ized floating point operations which are optimal for the CM-5's 128 custom vector units. 

Across the other seven test programs, the predicted cluster ranges from 0.5 to 5 times 

faster than the CM-5. These results are consistent with the benchmarks presented in 

Chapter 5 that showed that iTt is the case where the CM-5 performs best, at over lOx the 

speed of the cluster. Now the CM-5's peak rate is 1.8 times faster than the cluster's peak 

rate. 
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7.4 Conclusions 

This chapter makes a number of predictions about how the Cluster-C'" architecture will 

perform under different conditions. There are four general observations that can be 

made. First, in its current configuration, Cluster-C'" is scalable to larger sizes for some 

problems. Second, the conditions that determine scalability are largely algorithm depen

dent-programs using reductions and scans are highly scalable, while programs using 

general sends are not. Third, it is possible to improve absolute cluster performance on a 

particular algorithm by improving one of a number of hardware components. Finally, the 

simulation results predict that a modest size (16 nodes) of commercially available work

stations can be connected by a Gigabit network to obtain performance that is comparable 

to a 32-node CM-5. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS 

S.l Summary 

This dissertation describes an architecture that implements the data parallel program

ming language, Col<, on a cluster of HP 720 workstations. The architecture integrates a 

minimal as kernel, a customized set of network protocols, a language run-time system, 

and a Col< application program into a stand-alone kernel that executes in SPMD mode on 

a dedicated FODI network. The architecture is based on a vertically integrated communi

cation pathway from the network device to the Col< application program. The architecture 

is optimized for communication-in some cases introducing redundant computation to 

eliminate communication. At the same time, the behavior of the cluster's cache greatly 

affects performance and therefore motivates a number design choices involving parallel 

variable layout and library function structure and dispatch mechanisms. 

The architecture was evaluated with a suite of nine test programs from the application 

domains of remote sensing and image understanding. The test suite's programs exhibit a 

wide range of communication behavior that can be grouped into three basic classes: lim

ited communication, neighborhood-oriented communication, and global communication. 

Algorithm communication behavior is the primary factor determining the feasibility of 

the cluster architecture. Chapter 3 showed that program behavior can be predicted with a 

high degree of accuracy by considering dynamic Col< instruction distributions. Analysis of 

the instruction distributions motivated key features of the cluster design and can be used 

to evaluate the suitability of new algorithms for the cluster architecture. 

To provide a concrete baseline, the cluster was compared to a 32-node, 128 vector 

unit CM-5, a multiprocessor from TMC designed specifically for execution of data paral

lel programs. Experiments show that for certain small and medium-sized problems, an 8-

node cluster out-performs a 32-node CM-5 on an absolute scale, and that on a relative 

scale, the cluster delivers superior per-node performance in all cases. Scaled speedup 
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measurements were performed to identify how well the architecture and different algo

rithms behave as cluster size increases. The one major limitation of the cluster was found 

to be the aggregate bandwidth required by global transformations that use C""s general 

send operator. 

To extend the results obtained on the 8-node cluster to larger configurations, the Clus

ter-C'" simulator was developed. It generates predictions of total execution time from 

abstract instruction traces of a test program. The simulator's behavior was verified with 

actual cluster performance data and then used to examine the cluster's scalability and the 

effects of various architectural enhancements. 

8.2 Contributions 

This dissertation contributed to two distinct areas of computing research: experimental 

computer science and the computational sciences of remote sensing and image under

standing. At the pure computer science level, this dissertation has verified the primary 

hypothesis that data parallel languages are suitable for cluster architectures. The fine

grained expression of parallelism in the C'" language does not necessarily require equally 

fined-grained physical communication. From a computer science perspective, the test 

suite represents nine distinct algorithms with varied communication and computational 

behavior. The structure and behavior of these algorithms was examined from a language 

perspective, demonstrating that their behavior can be understood and accurately pre

dicted using simple characteristics like C'" instruction distributions. 

The ability to accurately predict algorithm behavior in turn led to a language-specific 

run-time and network substrate that provide excellent performance across most algo

rithms-areas of deficiency are well understood and easily eliminated under various 

simulation scenarios. This dissertation shows how a cluster of workstations can be trans

formed into functional multiprocessor. The Cluster-C'" architecture is optimized for com

munication in every respect, executing in a weakly synchronized SPMD mode without 

the aid of any centralized controller. The architecture demonstrates how to compensate 

for lower bandwidth and high latencies that are characteristic of an FOOl network. By 
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operating at the kernel level, working directly with network devices, and incorporating a 

vertically integrated communication pathway, the cluster architecture was able to com

pete effectively with a much larger commercial multiprocessor. The architecture model 

demonstrates how a data parallel language can be implemented without the need of 

multi-threaded environment and its associated heavy-weight synchronization primitives. 

The Cluster-C'" architecture was evaluated with the nine program test suite that was 

also benchmarked on a 32-node CM-5. This provides the first concrete comparison of a 

cluster-based data parallel environment with a custom multiprocessor specifically 

designed for the execution of data parallel programs. When the cluster's performance is 

considered from an economic perspective, the results are even more impressive. Not 

only are workstations and FDDI networks cheaper than custom multiprocessor compo

nents, but many such clusters can be formed from already existing equipment, reducing 

the investment to the software components of the architecture. 

This dissertation makes one further contribution relative to the Cluster-C'" environ

ment. It presents a detailed simulator that enables the extrapolation of empirical results 

to larger configurations. The simulator provides a design tool for evaluation of architec

tural enhancements. The cluster simulation results demonstrate a number of key predic

tions. The architecture can be improved by increasing individual workstation 

components like the cache. Consistent with empirical results on the 8-node cluster, simu

lations predicts that scalability will remain a problem for applications that perform fre

quent general sends. However, most algorithms were found to have excellent speedup 

and overall performance. The simulator showed that even a modestly enhanced cluster, 

consisting of sixteen high-end workstations on a Gigabit network should out-perform a 

32-node CM-5 on almost all problems. 

This dissertation makes a second major contribution in the computational science dis

ciplines of remote sensing and image understanding. The test suite that previously served 

only as a diverse set of algorithms, stressing different aspects of an cluster architecture, 

is really a representative selection of key algorithms from the two application areas. 

Chapter 2 introduced a high-level processing framework for remote sensing, from which 
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each of the nine test programs was taken. All three major phases of the computational 

framework are redundantly represented. Together, the framework and algorithms show 

how to implement a scalable, high-volume, coarse-to-fine remote sensing system that 

rivals any in existence. What is more, this dissertation has shown how this entire system 

can be implemented in a cluster environment. Not only is this the first such implementa

tion of such a system, but the resulting performance is good enough to rival equivalent 

systems on the most advanced multiprocessors available. 

Research problems of the future will demand complex analysis similar to that found 

in automated remote sensing and image understanding systems. Almost every empirical 

science performs some form of ohservation in order to test hypotheses. Whenever such 

observations involve large amounts of data with the potential for significant automation 

in the data analysis, the techniques presented in this dissertation may be relevant. This 

dissertation has shown how departmental networks of workstations can be temporarily 

integrated into functional mUltiprocessors, allowing researchers to process more data and 

test hypotheses more rapidly. 

8.3 Future Directions 

The following four areas present a few of the directions that have potential to grow out 

of the Cluster-C* project. 

8.3.1 Time-Shared Clusters 

The one significant limitation of the Cluster-C* environment is the aggregate bandwidth 

required by algorithms that depend on C*'s general send for global transformations. 

General sends generate O(p2) messages on the network in the worst case. Significant 

performance improvements can be realized by reducing the number of nodes participat

ing in general sends. At the same time, the experiments of Chapter 5 demonstrated that 

algorithms have significantly better performance when they are just large enough to 

occupy the full cache on each node. The interaction between fixed overheads and cache 
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performance resulted in obvious optimum cluster sizes for a given problem. Ideally, all 

cluster applications should operate at the point of peak cluster execution speed. By parti

tioning problems into sub tasks that occupy separate hosts, but share the same network, 

more problems can be run at an optimal size. Additionally, the temporal interaction 

between tasks may be such that tasks can be scheduled by communication frequency and 

phase, in order to synchronize use of the network. The approach of partitioning a larger 

data parallel task into multiple independent subtasks is the foundation of the remote 

sensing framework presented in Chapter 2, and the basis for nested data parallel lan

guages. 

8.3.2 Multi-ring Architectures 

As the size of a token ring grows, the access delays experienced by each station can 

increase significantly. This is because each station can hold the token for a significant 

length of time, assuring high network efficiency. A suggested way to reduce the access 

delay of an FDOI network is to partition a large ring into smaller rings with uniform 

latency and access requirements. This same concept can be used to improve the perfor

mance of the Cluster-C* architecture. Architectures consisting of a high-speed switch at 

the center of multiple token rings are being investigated. The switch supports a RISC

based CPU capable of running a custom kernel that controls the attached rings and dis

tributed incoming tasks based on ring and task characteristics. Again, the decomposable 

nature of nested data parallellanguages-each of the sub tasks is assumed to be indepen

dent-is ideal for a multi-ring environment. There are strong motivations for keeping the 

number of nodes on a ring as small as possible. The larger the number of nodes, the 

greater the network load imparted by application programs that depend on general sends. 

Multi-rings are an effective way of dealing with the O(P2) behavior of such applications. 

The Scout project [138] is working to refine the core functionality required by a highly 

efficient, application-specific kernel that is executable on embedded controllers like a 

network switch. Scout would be an ideal operating system to for both the cluster nodes 

and the central multi-ring switch. 
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8.3.3 Language-Specific Network Adaptors 

There is continuing debate about the utility of sophisticated network adaptors. The "slip

pery slope" of migrating functionality onto special-purpose devices exists in part, 

because there are no clear boundaries by which to separate CPU functions from adaptor 

functions. If a user can move a checksum calculation onto a network adaptor, then why 

not move all of TCP? Suddenly there is insufficient processing power on the adaptor to 

support the desired functionality. 

One potential answer to the question of where to draw the line between adaptor and 

CPU functionality is that it be determined by language requirements. Programming lan

guages typically require a relatively basic set of functions from the computer, upon 

which more complex constructs are based. At the same time, a language shields the user 

from these machine-specific details. If the network adaptor were to support a limited set 

of operations required by the run-time system of a language, significant performance 

benefits could be realized. This is due to the ability to move message passing software 

out of the CPU's primary path, thereby reducing software latency. The operations per

formed by the network adaptor would not normally be visible to the user. One could 

envision a family of network adaptors, customized for different languages, or a single 

adaptor that supports a superset of all language-based requirements. 

8.3.4 Communication Pipelining on Large Rings 

There are strong indications that the overlap of computation with communication will be 

more significant with larger cluster sizes. As cluster size increases, so does network 

latency due to the P station delays required for every token rotation. With minor modifi

cations, the Cluster-C* simulator can be enhanced to support simulations with variable 

degrees of instruction overlap. The current cluster simulator provides a number of basic 

building blocks that can help guide the design of future hardware and software architec

tures. Large-scale alterations such as multi-ring, nested data parallel clusters can be sim

ulated with only minor extensions to the existing models. 
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